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Why This Paper?
There are a number of views on what
makes the world go round. We intend
to articulate a few that aren’t getting
heard enough in our fair city.
The Clinton St. Quarterly
will hopefully be a sounding board to add
force to those views and add some inter
esting perspectives of our own.
Fredy’s doesn’t open up a health food
section unless there is a mass upsurge
for better food products. Nuclear power
foes on regulatory boards do not appear
unless thousands of courageous people
from Karen Silkwood to Seabrook Sallie
and Tommie Trojan start articulating
their views.
This quarterly is also born out of the
incredible frustration of trying to gain a
comprehensive understanding of life on
this complex planet through the eyes of
advertisers trying to sell the latest Meier
and Frank fashion or Fredy’s lotion. The
pap we read in the local press makes.the
world seem to be an incredible jigsaw
puzzle with many of the pieces m i,sing.
The spector of another oil crisis is
being presented without any historical
overview making the crisis appear to be
the result of the Iranian Revolution. But
whatever happened to the Alaska pipe
line that was supposed to save us from
this foreign dependency? .
Billions of $ later and millions of acres
despoiled we discover that our refineries
have the capacity to use only 10% of
the Alaskan crude. Most of the Alaskan
oil is the wrong grade. And what of con
servation? Are the decisions being made

for Oregon’s future truly representative
of the resource realities of the coming
decades?
We plan in future
issues to provide readers with an energy
discourse equal to the severity of the
problem.
The press here likes to maintain
“balanced objective” reporting that pro
vides a paragraph or two on a few points
of view. Objectivity is a sterilizing myth
that maintains the status quo and offers
little in the way of pointed analysis or
exciting alternatives. The Oregonian and
Willamette Week these days are full of
“balanced” reporting on the question of
displacement in the inner city. It is not
a question for the many of us who have
been moved out of Corbett-Lair Hill and
Northwest to make way for the noveau
rich. Those neighborhoods were our turf
where a sense of community was not
something you read about in stories of
yesteryear. Today no one we know can
afford to buy and then live in a house
in those neighborhoods — for us there is

PORRETTA PIZZA
2239 SE Hawthorne
232-2812

TAKE OUT
ONLY
BEER AND WINE
TOGO

BEST PIZZA IN PORTLAND
Whole Wheat or White Crust

Subs-Salads
Hours: Tue, Wed, Th, Sun 4-10
Fri-Sat 5-12
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no objective way to present the pain of
community lost. To try and do so is in
affect supporting the displacement
policies.
Totality with Gusto
The recent total eclipse in these parts
etched for all of us our tiny place in the
cosmic scheme of things. Yet as the ads
say, if you only go around once, do it
1with gusto. The Clinton St. Theater is a
r fairly successful attem pt to do just that
— to work creatively and positively in
a non-alienating environment. We are
going to try and use this quarterly as
a means of raising the issues of how we
work, play, think and act together.
Now that we are no longer radical chic
there is a trend to groove with the times
“Stayin Alive” if you will — well, we
believe in the traditions of the fabled
press of yesteryear — of hootin’ and
a ’hollerin’ and championing ideas whose
times are more than overdue. We wish
the money was available to run the news
paper of our dreams —for now we’ll have
to depend on a lot of wonderful local
yokels, both professional and amateur
writers, and some provocative national
writers who are willing to give us a leg
up in our climb to being the newspaper
of our wildest fantasies.
Upon this gifted age, in its dark hour,
Rains from the sky a meteoric shower
Of facts . . . they lie unquestioned.
uncombined.
Wisdom enough to leach us of dur ill
Is daily spun; but there exists no loom
to weave it into fabric .. .

I am very pleased to announce the
beginning of a column in this periodical utilizing handwriting analysis to
better understand people and their
problems.

■Edna St. Vincent Millay

Graphoanalysis is a scientific, empirical method of personality and
character assessment. It is possible
to determine from a page of a per
son’s writing how they emotionally
react—feel their mental processes,
forces to achieve, fears, defenses,
coping mechanisms, integrity, social
tendencies, vocational possibilities
and capability with other people. It is
not possible to determine age or sex.
These are not modest claims. I in
vite readers to assist me to justify
them as valid by sending me samples
of their writing with specific descrip
tions of a problem. I shall then use
graphoanalysis to shed light on the
nature of the problem and perhaps
suggest a solution. Normally, such
assistance would cost between $35
and $300 depending on the complex
ity and detail required. This service
will be rendered without charge to
Graphoanalysis has determined those which we use in this column,
that emotional response is the foun- Graphoanalysis is not occult or
dation of the human personality, hidden in any way. It is a method
Emotional response is determined which most any individual of normal
by measuring the slant of the up intelligence with a sincere desire to
strokes in the handwriting. An up learn can master for his or her own
stroke is any stroke that goes from use. The author will be teaching an
the baseline of the writing to at elem entary course, through the
least the level of the small letters. com m unity schools program, at
Generally speaking, the further the Couch School in Northwest Portland
writing slants to the right the more starting April 17 at 8:00 P.M. Call
emotionally
responsive
the 224-0300 for details.
individual. Writing which has a per Anyone interested in writing a
pendicular slant indicates an unemo sample for this column should use
tional character. For example, unlined paper, write at least 12 lines
Eugene V. Debs, champion of the and use ballpoint or fountain pen. No
downtrodden, was a man of great pencil or felt tip will be accepted.
feelings as the extreme slant in his Please address the envelope to R.E.
handwriting clearly indicates. On Philofsky, 2464 NW Savier, Port
the other hand the slant of J. land, Oregon 97210. In the interest
Edgar Hoover’s signature indicates of objectivity, please use a nom-deplume of some sort.
a cold unemotional character.

What price Wacker?
by M.G. Horowitz
In 1946, Reedie Howard Vollum
and five pals opened up a small
oscilloscope shop on Hawthorne
Boulevard. Eventually, that small
shop became Tektronix of Beaver
ton, a burgeoning electronics giant
challenging the Portland industrial
stereotype. Move over chain saws,
make room for software...
Thirty-two years later I ’m talking
with a spokesman for the state’s
largest bank on the eighteenth floor
of Portland’s drabbest skyscraper.
(“I’m in the Tower,’’ he’d told me on
the phone. Great, man, I live in a
basement.)
“ Diversification is a strong point
with us,” he opens. “ Forest pro
ducts have been a dependable
industry for this state and have
served it well. But it’s good to have
something else. Like electronics.”
Then, in hushed tones: “ Tektro
nix. ..Intel... Hewlett-Packard...
Floating Point Systems .. . Vacker.”
He pronounces it Vacker — correct
but chilling.
I remember Mr. Robinson whisper
ing in the G raduate’s ear:
“ Plastics.” Now the First National
Bank is whispering “ Electronics.”
Electronics: clean, technical, profit
able. And supportive of that Cyber
netic Paradise where automation
reigns, the Fortune 500 gets more
fortunate, and the rest of us get to
drive Winnebagos day after day.
Yippee!
We talk about the enviable record
of Wacker’s soccer team and its
alleged harmony with German labor.
“ You know, those articles in the
Journal weren’t bullshit.” Suddenly
I realize how high the stakes have
become these days: bankers get
high, listen to Kiss, and jive street
talk. Now not only are they more
powerful than us, they’re just as
interesting.
Is Wacker interesting? Who knows?
All we know is that not only do their
workers play good soccer, but their
negotiators play good poker. The
Germans drove a hard bargain with
the Rose City last summer: to lure
the corporation, Stumptown was
obliged to initiate over $4 million in
road improvements, nearly $54 million in administrative costs, and over
$7 million in land acquisition; the
chemists, for their part, were invited
to purchase 84 acres of prime
waterfront at less than a third of
market value.
Oh to be a business in Portland! Or
is it, Oh to be that business in
Portland?
The w eather turns grey as I
descend into the bowels of Port
land’s Northwest Industrial District.
Here there are no soccer teams, no
silicon wafers, no workers sitting on
the Board. There’s just, among
others, Esco Steel, Reed Electric,
and, since 1889, J.A. Freeman and
Son, manufacturers of agricultural
implements.
Kevin Freeman, a great grandson
of J.A ., describes to me what
Vaughan Street looked like nearly 90
years ago. “ The farmers would come
to shop at Montgomery Ward, see,
and then come across the street for
their seeds and tools.” Over the
years, J.A. Freeman evolved from
spades and hoes to complex machin
ery, supported by a team of talented
designers. Now th ey ’re a $7-10
million operation, employing over
200 people.
But, as luck would have it, Free
man’s hoped-for expansion conflicts
with a contiguous housing project
proposed by the Portland Develop
ment Commission. And if Freeman

can’t expand, the company plans to
move to Wilsonville. Goodbye, Port
land. Goodbye, 200 jobs.
I ask the Portland Development
Commission whether there might be
a compromise. “ The issue is still
open,” they tell me “ Kevin Freeman
is preparing to move out of the
city.” “A lot of people think Kevin
Freeman is wringing his own neck,”
they reply. And then they say a
few other things: “The area isn’t
all that good for industrial de
velopment anyway.” (No mention of
the fact that the Freeman family might
be emotionally attached to the
property they’ve owned for 90
years.) And “ There’s other land in
Northwest Portland that would be
more attractive.” (Would they talk
to Wacker that way?)
“ Wacker looks good on paper,”
Freeman allows. “ But I don’t see
how the city can subsidize it: I t ’s
not a Portland company, it’s not an
Oregon company, it’s not even an
American company. We’re a non
polluting local firm, we’ve never
laid off, we buy our castings and
tires locally, we’re loyal to the
Portland area. Training employees,
building roads, who’s doing that for
us? Wacker may turn out to be
good for Portland. But they’re
coming at the expense of local firms:
those PDC bonds could have gone to
alleviate local firms. ’’

A similar feeling can be found along
Macadam Avenue where a highway
project is compelling two local
stalwarts to vacate the area, Hunt
ington Rubber and Rodda Paint;
Huntington has manufactured auto
parts in Portland since 1913. Pre
sident Jack du Vai, a 32-year veteran
with the company and, for many
years, an enthusiastic member of the
Corbett-Terwilliger Neighborhood
Association, speaks with disappoint
ment about fruitless negotiations
with city planners. “ The city,” he
sighs, “wanted us to dry up and go
away.” The result? A wide Maca
dam Avenue...and half of a Portland
rubber company in Missouri. Cas
ualties: half of a 200- person
payroll.
“Funny,” I admit, “how the city
was willing to spend so much on road
work to get jobs and unwilling to not
spend on road work to save jobs.”
“ I don’t understand it,” du Vai
confesses. “ Wacker’s an exotic in-:
dustry with a lot of growth potential.
But we wouldn’t expect a free ride
and neither should th e y .”
“ Over 14 million dollars worth, to be
exact.”
“ Well, the city’s worried about!
jobs. But they should have worried
about them two or three years ago.
They could have had them for a lot
cheaper.”
By the time I get out to Atlas
Wrecking in St. John’s, I know
the tone is goine to turn more
strident. Owner Walter Lowe is an
active Republican and an outspoken
critic of “bureaucratic meddling.”
“I ’m always shooting my mouth off
and giving everybody hell,” Lowe

warns me at the start of the
interview.
“ Reminds me of a writer I know,” I
rejoinder, and we sit down to drink
his coffee.
Lowe, as it happens, is about to be
displaced by the UDAG housing
project. “ It’s the stupidest thing I
ever heard of in my life, building
housing along two railroad lines.
This is industrial land, anyone can
see that. That’s what it is.”
I look out at the site. I see industrial
property intersected by two railroad
lines.
“ We’re just going to have to
move,” he says sorrowfully.
“ Out of the city?” I ask.
“ It’s possible. We’ve been looking
at land in Scappoose. You can blame
the attitude of the damn city. They
just d id n ’t give a d am n .”
“ They seem to care about Wacker.’
Lowe winces. ‘‘T h at’s really a
strange one!” he complains. “ Here
they pay someone to come in and
jerk the rug out from under people
who’ve been here for years. Jeez,
it’s a crime!”
Is it a crime? When the Wacker
proposal came before City Council,
only one Commissioner, Frank Ivancie opposed it. For his pains, the
Commissioner received a critical
phone call from the First National
Bank and was publicly denounced as
a “jackass” by the Mayor. To anger
the Mayor and the state’s leading
bank in one day is militant politics
but a look at Ivancie’s press release
reveals why he felt he had to do it.
“ Before we act on the Wacker
Project,” he wrote on the Fourth of
July, “ we should take the time to
thoroughly explore this proposal, to
think things out, ask the hard
questions, get straight answers, and
then make our decision. This is not
our only chance to get new payrolls
and a new business for Portland.
“ I want Wacker for Portland as
much as anybody else. But I want
them on a basis that is fair to Wacker
and to Portland, without apoligies to
the taxpayers or to other businesses
of Portland.”
Because of the wonders of tax-in
crem ent financing (where future
taxes are applied to lowering the
price of the land), taxpayers will not
directly-and may never-feel the
crunch of the municipal subsidy for
Wacker. But small and medium
sized businesses feel the slight,
because, as Kevin Freeman argues,
the money could conceivably have
gone to local firms.
But could the local firms have
offered as many jobs as Wacker?
Well, certainly for the moment.
Wacker expects to hire 600 people by
1981. Had compromises been reached
with Huntington Rubber and Rodda
Paint, 170 jobs would have been
saved; had Freeman been accomoda
ted, over 200 jobs would have been
saved. St. John’s may lose half :
dozen firms, forfeiting perhaps 50
100 jobs. And these jobs are right
now — not paper promises for 1981.
It’s difficult to say whether these
firms could have stayed at their sites
or, like Steinfeld’s Products Com
pany, been offered attractive terms
at Rivergate Industrial Park. In any
case, the cost would surely have
been far less than subsidizing Wac
ker. As Ivancie’s office points out,
$14 million is a lot to pay for 600
jobs: “ that’s $25 grand a job!”
exclaims Executive Assistant Jim
Kuffner.
Except we’re not really paying it,
according to the First National Bank,
(i.e. the wonders of tax-increment
Continued on next page

Bruce Lee
Slain
By Iron Fist
According to Aaron Bank, the
head of the New York Karate
Academy, several of the elder Manchu Dynasty martial arts teachers
were worried about Bruce Lee. Hav
ing watched several of his films,
they decreed Lee — who was no
fake, but rather a kung fu genius
who developed his own style of
Jeet Kune Do — was giving away
too many of the ancient Oriental
secrets. The Masters acquired some
box office figures from Variety and
saw that Lee’s movies were cleaning
up in America. This was terrible,
the Masters decided, since Ameri
cans are inferior, potentially mind
lessly violent people, and thus not
to be trusted with these secrets
to ultimate power. Then, according
to Banks, the Masters dispatched
an emissary to reason with Lee.
Bruce, however, was already as big
as Valentino in Hong Kong and
arrogant to boot. He would not
agree to stop making films. So the
emissary, a Great Master, simply
laid his hand on Bruce’s shoulder
for a moment. This, Banks said,
was The Iron Fist, a martial arts
technique only the Great Masters,
with their consummate knowledge
of brain-and-body-waves, can apply.
Weeks later, as if a slow-working
poison was pushing through him,
Lee’s body functions began to ebb.
Eventually they stopped dead. That
was why, Banks said, the doctors
could never successfully determine
the cause of Lee’s death. A check
of martial arts students around New
York City indicated that, almost
to a man, they believed in the
Great Masters’Theory.
—Mark Jacobson
The Village Voice, Dec. 4,1978
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Wacker Continued
financing) “ But we are paying it,”
argues Kuffner. “ Well, it’s just a
difference in philosophy,” concludes
the Bank.
Well, okay, it’s just a difference in
philosophy. But the public has a
right to know what that philosophy
is. Especially since it’s apparently
being supported by a cogent triangle
of municipal power: the Mayor, the
Portland Development Commission,
and the First National Bank.
PDC doesn’t expect Wacker to stop
at 600 employees; according to their
Fact Sheet, they anticipate expansion
to 1,000 employees by the mid
eighties. (“ What if silicon wafers are
surpassed by silicon bubbles?”
needles Kuffner. “ They might just
shut down the plant and move
somewhere else.” ) And the Bank
doesn’t expect Portland’s diversifi
cation into the computer industry to
end with Wacker. “ Once an industry
begins in an area, it starts to grow on
itself,” they explain. Which means
new companies may come in to help
Wacker make wafers. And maybe-if
Portland is real good-new companies

may come in to put those wafers into
computers.
So take your pick, Puddletown.
Leave the old companies alone and
endure mixed neighborhoods and
narrow roads. Or move the old
companies to new sites and subsidize
the expense. Or salute the city’s
apparent policy: goodbye bailers,
hello wafers.
Not being a fan of business old or
new, I myself have no rerl prefer
ence. But I don’t think Frai k Ivencie
deserves to be called a jackass for
expressing some of the sentiments of
the medium-sized business com
munity: they’re part of his constit
uency and he’s got a right to
advocate for them if he wants. And
speaking of constituencies, consider
this: when Wacker and Fujitsu and
Philips all settle into Portland in the
eighties, what will their politics be?
What sort of city will the Gang of
Software envision? What kind of
politicians will these Multinational
Giants encourage?
I hope you like Missouri, Mr. du
Vai. Anyone for soccer?
-X-

The School of
the Arts &

Poet City
(for Marty Christensen)
by
Katherine Dunn
Old cities are clean and deny it,
Paris spinning black water on stones,
Rome bleached to forget the Orient,
Accept Portland in holy name Oregon, there is, do not
Complain, some dog shit exculpated by grass,
By the encroaching earth whose strength is not yet
Obliterated, but the hard spots, unabsorbent
Are dedicated by poets too poor to feed dogs.
Creep nodding past the monuments
Rosey puddle, brown pool, stone island in congealed acid,
Remnant of Quality Pie, relic of Hamburger Mary, proof
Of the Renaissance immortal, human glory.
But you thought it was bikers or bums; old men spilling
On the way to empty rooms
Do not misunderstand these devotions of the poets,
Struck in their cups, kneeling outside the thousand taverns,
Crouching beneath the cross-walk signs, hunched,
Hands on knees at the entrance of every parking lot spewing
Pain and acrid mucous, heaving out songs of Ceta,
Squeezing out ballads of too little food and too much blitz
Raping their bellies for pink and lumpy sonatinas,
Strophe burnt love,
Antistrophe hope,
The pools are widening under gothic fountains,
Soft gargoyles arching over a liquid buttress
My mother is dead, my father is dead
My children lie broken in their blood sacks on the
Gull heavy barges,
My manuscript is locked in the closed tavern,
It has fallen beneath the table, other poets slide their
Mud toes through its sweet pages and the bartender
Will not let me in to retrieve it. The bartender is
Angry at the soun of my songs in his bottles, at the smell
Of my puke on his floor.
He rages that I do not tip him
And that the free froth of my neighbors beer sets me crooning
Oh my lost white papers with their love stains
Indented.

has moved!
The new campus is at 8245 SW Barnes Rd.

For information
and registration
call 228-4741
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Fresh vegetable & fruit salads
Homemade soups, breads, desserts
Organic juices
Frozen honey yogurt
Sandwiches
Whole wheat natural pizza
Exciting entrees

Served in a beautiful atmosphere. Welcome to
the finest in natural foods. Now in downtown
Portland!
Validated Free Parking after 5:30

Hours:
Mon-Thurs
Fri
Saturday
Sunday

11-8
11-9
12-9
3-8

Orders
to go:

224-5890
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Orgasms

The Coming Cancer Cure
New studies suggest that famous
Freudian student Wilhelm Reich
may have been right when he said
cancer is a consequence of an
unhappy sex life.
Until now, Reich’s theories of
cancer have been banned by the U.S.
governm ent. The F.D.A. seized
Reich’s books and ordered them
burned.
These theories have fallen into
disrepute largely because they have
been associated with macho sexists
like Norman Mailer. But they may be
right in ways Mailer and his friends
never understood.
Reich believed energy in a mass
less form flowed through the human
body. This form he called Orgone
energy. If blocked it could cause
diseases like cancer. It flowed in
great quantities during orgasm.
Now western scientists must con
front support for Reich's ideas from,
of all places, the Peoples Republic of
China.

The Chinese medical technique,
now popular in the West, called
Acupuncture or needle therapy re
lieves pain and disease in many
conditions. It is a safer and more

To the Editor:
Really liked the opossum article in
your last ish. Enclosed please find
my latest effort, The Book of Dead
Cats (Guitar String Press,- $8.95),
for your perusal. This is a great gift
item, right up your readers’ alley.
Elwood T. [Tabby] Tabouli
Hogsfart, Ohio
To the Editor:
Why all of this fuss over ERA?
Personally, I prefer it over either

energy that is at the root of the
problem?
A study is needed to show whether
sperm are the key factor or if orgasm
is the major element in this puzzle.
The answer to the riddle goes to the
heart of the anti-homosexual bias of
our society.
It would not be hard to test the
issue. Orgasmic and non-orgasmic
women should be compared over a
period of many years. Sexually active
and non-active women should be
compared as well. These groups
should be further divided by sexual
preference.
Such a study could prove that the
women who have a multi-orgasmic
sex life, whether gay or straight, are
healthier and better able to resist
cancer. Perhaps the Beatles were
right. “ All you need” (to prevent a
dread disease like breast cancer) “ is
love.”
+

*

Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
Your scratch ‘n ’ sniff piece on
opossums (“ Dead ‘ Rat’ in the
M iddle of the Road’ ’ ) really stank.
Ho-ho. Is a little joke. Reminds me
of another joke: How many Amer
icans does it take to eat opossum?
Answer, three. One to carve and
two to watch for traffic. Ho-ho.
John-Paul [The Infallible Pole] II
The Vatican

effective anaesthetic than most dan
gerous drugs, doctors report. But the
Chinese system, which has deve
loped over many thousands of years,
corresponds to no known visible
physical system of the human body.
Many health researchers wonder if
the lines of the acupuncture system
don’t correspond in some unknown
way with the flow of massless orgone
energy. In a recent study by Univer
sity of Pennsylvania School of Medi
cine Epidemeologist Dr. Arne
Gjorgov, such frustrating methods of
birth control as the condom, with
drawal, long term abstenance and
even celibacy, may make women five
times more likely to get breast
cancer. No studies have come to light
on men.
Many questions remain to be
answered. Is it sperm in the vagina
that keeps women relatively cancer
free as Dr. Gjorgov believes? Or is it
lack of orgasm and or flow of orgone

Cheer or W hite King D, since it
really does get my wash brighter.
H.G.
Enumclaw, WA
To the Editor:
Your chilling look inside the dark
halls of Portland State University
(“ Scared Stupid” ) finally made me
see the dangers of being smart. I
was smart for years, figured I ’d
never get caught. I started out just
fo o lin g around w ith books on
weekends, but these things catch
up with you without your knowing
it, and pretty soon I was smart all
the time, reading, doing calculus,
even blatantly discussing logical
positivism with my gang. Boy, am I
glad I read your article before I de
cided to pursue this madness on to
college. It set me stupid right
away. Thanks.
K.F. [Kentucky Fred] Chicken
Modesto, CA

To the Editor:
I, for one, think the firing squad for
sex crimes is a fine idea. (“ Bullets
for Buggers in Iran” ) In fact, our
own depraved America could learn
a lesson or two from the Ayotollah.
The other day I found my ex-girlfriend Sheila “ going down” on my
ex-best buddy, W ill, and, if you ask
me, a bullet in the head would be
too good for both of them.
Sam Schmuck
Elko, Nev.
To the Editor:
The hatchet job you did on my
favorite group, The Whimps, in
your last issue really shows your
true colors, you bunch of old farts.
How can you listen to the high
energy, non-stop, re vo lu tio n a ry
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL of “ Anarchy in
Cottage Grove” and call it “ flac
cid ” and “ puerile” ? What does
flaccid mean, anyway? Why don’t
you just go back to spinning your
Rolling Stones records and those
other reactionary assholes. We are
the future of ROCK ‘N’ ROLL.
Henley Nudle
Walla Walla, WA
To the Editor:
Perhaps there is a need for articles
of this type in a family magazine,
but if there was a reason for
running such profane, disgusting
trash as “ Scared Stupid” I ’d like to
know what it was. Really! The lan
guage used by these hardened
professors and teaching assistants
would fry the ears of a lizard. It
made my blood boil to think of our
children being bombarded with the

“ co n ce p ts” and “ in s ig h ts ” of
these
abandoned
creatures.
There’ll be no more such pointless
garbage in my household. Kindly
cancel my subscription!
Nellie Hudspeth
Canker, Puerto Rico
To the Editor:
My nominations for your “ Symbols
of the ‘Seventies’ Contest” are:
bad pot, jock rot, robbing banks
and getting caught.
Catlin Gerbil
Deaf Smith, Tex.
To the Editor:
. . .selling cars, drunk in bars,
throwing up beneath the stars.
S.l. [Yellow Peril] Hayakawa
San Francisco, CA
To the Editor:
. . .half-time, stoned blind, a
double shot of gin and lime.
Be-Bop Lemon
Over-The-Rainbow, Kan.
To the Editor:
. . .bad dope, Polish Pope, zipless
fucks and lusty gropes.
E. Jong
Seattle, WA
To the Editor
Dear creeps, commies, faggots,
satanists and sheep, your biased
thinking w ill lead you straight to
hell. You won’t like it there. Wake
up before it ’s too late. Jesus loves
you. (Why, I don’t know, but he’s
sort of a jerk.) You guys suck.
God
Heaven

HIPPQ qUMHIWURO
DOWN IN OLD TOWN PORTLAND
at
FIFTH and COUCH

2311444

201 S.E. 12th
Portland. Oregon 97214

BULLSHIT AND BARGAINS
PERFORMANCE WITH EVERY DECENT
OR INDECENTSALE

MEXICAN SPECIALTIES
LUNCH
MONDAY-FRIDAY
11:00-2:30

107 NORTHWEST FIFTH

FINE WIVES ANH BEER
DINNER
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 5:00-11
SUNDAY-THURSDAY 5:00-10
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SUPER SEX

N ew Y o rk S tyle

turn-on of chaos. Faces are flushed
and bright, Toulouse-Lautrec colors
Plato’s Retreat. Saturday morn that paint the darkness. The music is
ing. Two a.m. This is the peak hour. blaring its loudest: “ Push push IN
Five hundred people, most of them push,’ ’ a disco siren exhorts, again
naked, are jammed together in a and again, with rising intensity. And
dark, moist, throbbing atmosphere in the nooks and crannies throughout
the likes of which I’ve never before the place, in the two swimming
seen. And I do mean seen. Many pools, on the dance floor, and
people are merely standing, some especially in the body-carpeted “ mat
still fully dressed, but all seem to room,” couplings, triplings, body
exude a kind of shadowy steam. The pile-ons of all description respond,
middle air is at once dense and pumping, bouncing, sucking, and
empty, a swirling black hole out of hand-jobbing in time with the disco
which anything might seemingly beat, creating a virtual landscape of
materialize. It is an atmosphere that climaxes, bodies flaring in all direc
seems to have gathered out of some tions like fireworks on a sexual
sort of human dissolve down below, Fourth of July. Again and again, the
a surrender of personal and social same shot at different angles, a
forms, a collective dare to try out the dynamic redundance in four points of
by Henry Schipper
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each eye — arms, breast, and head
suddenly flung up and out, sustain
ing an unbearable pulsing arch,
collapsing in a palpable cushion of
steam.
From midnight to three, Fridays
and Saturdays, Plato’s Retreat is a
sexual twilight zone, a kaleidoscope
made up, mind you, not of dionysian
cultists, but of folks of all races and
classes, Toms, Dicks and Harriets
(Ozzie comes too) that bear every
resemblance to you and me. Could
this place possibly be a harbinger of
the kind of nightlife that lies ahead,
the next mind-blowing extension
beyond disco and the singles scene?
Plato’s Retreat, located on 74th
Street just west of Broadway, is a
sprawling den that heats up the

basement of Manhattan’s landmark
Ansonia Hotel. Open from 9 pm to 6
am, five nights a week, the place is
designed with the overnight, longplaying patron in mind. Besides the
dance floor, mat room, and a
labyrinth of private, cushioncarpeted cubicles for more reclusiveminded couples and small groups,
Plato’s offers a variety of atmos
pheres and services to keep people
engaged and happy over the long
haul. Indeed, with two pools, a
steam room and Jacuzzi, and a
constantly replenished buffet (ribs,
chicken, pizza, potato salad, and
bagels), the middle-class, health
spa-Sunday brunch hedonists who
hold the majority of Plato’s must
almost feel at home.

Larry Levenson certainly feels at
home. I spoke with Levenson,
dressed only in orange briefs, as he
lounged on the mattress floor of his
private party room. A truly happy
man is hard to hate, and Larry
Levenson, proprietor of Plato’s is a
happy man. Not merely the owner of
a booming business, Levenson is
nothing less than the King of Swing.
(Swinging, primarily a couples trade
off scene, has been around for years,
but ever so discreetly. That is until
Plato’s). His business is very much
his pleasure. Half-dressed, Leven
son strolls around Plato’s not so
much an overseer as a mellow host
and fellow reveler. Wherever he
goes, Platoites beam smiles of
gratitude upon their sexual Santa. “ I
got it all,” Levenson told me, his
permanent salmon flush rising to
near orange. ‘ ‘What can I say, I got
tears in my eyes.” The man’s eyes
do not betray him. Naturally sleepy
and tilted, they are so saturated with
good feeling they seem ready to slide
into his cheeks. Deep down, very
deep ard faint, there is a con-man
glint. But if Levenson’s a hustler,
he’s been born again and told he can
keep his hustle, that the Lord is a
loving Lord who smiles upon those
who earn their bread by making
others happy. ‘ ‘That’s what Plato’s
is all about,” Levenson would say
again and again. ‘ ‘The people here
just want to have a good time, and
we help them any way we can. The
hell with the rest. There may be a
war out there but in here, we enjoy
ourselves. Tell me, is there anything
so wrong with that? My God,”
Levenson rolled his eyes across the
room, ‘ ‘these people are having a
ball, and that’s the bottom line,
right? Who’s big enough to say no to
that?”
I set out to try to verify Levenson’s
claim that the people at Plato’s were
‘ ‘having a ball.” A preliminary
survey seemed to bear out out. I
spend hours circling from dance floor
to poolside to buffet, watched people
go into and come out of the mat
room, the steam room and the
dozens of private rooms in back, and
everywhere I encountered the same
‘ ‘this is too good to be true” grin,
especially among the men. A whole
truckload of fuck-crazy fantasies
were coming true and lighting up
faces in all directions. I don’t quite
mean to be snide. The dream of
experiencing a harem, not as a
purchased, whore-strewn situation
but as a naturally wrought experi
ence, to ride through waves of
women in a single night, with
absolute access and no guilt, is
something that gets planted early
and deep in whatever social soul men
have. (Plato’s entrance rules recog
nize this — women, but not men,
may come alone, thereby controlling
what would otherwise be a ruinous
lone-wolf population, while at the
same time securing a favorable

male-female ratio for the prowlers
who get in as escorts.) Indeed, in
most men there is a mournful space
deep down that holds that whatever
else one does, keenest fulfillment
will never be had unless that fantasy
if fulfilled To fuck abundantly and
anonymously is, after all, the prov
ince of the Gods, Zeus’ special
prerogative to take whom he would,
disguised as the wind; and who
would not be Godlike? At Plato’s, the
opportunity is more real than one
might ever have dreamt possible,
available five nights a week for
nothing more than the price of
admission and a minimalist tech
nique. ‘ ‘How do I get into so many
women at Plato’s?” one buoyant

“ What about the women, you
orgy-room veteran asked. “ I work
through the toes. Everyone responds remember anything about the wo
to that, at least a little, and when the men?”
“ Like what?” he asked, slightly
green light flashes, I g o .”
There is, of course, something suspicious.
“ A name, maybe?”
rather disturbing about this kind of
“ Ahh, what’s in a name,” he
mass fuck joyride. I mean, Zeus this
guy was not, and somehow, I can’t breezed while shifting to avoid a
shake the feeling that for us mortals, sudden multibody roll.
“ Well, anything else?” I persist
the joy of sex ought to partake of
some wee bit of human exchange, ed. The guy saw down and scratched
some degree of person-to-person his grayish belly.
“ The first was kinda fat,” he
recognition. Otherwise, why not just
fuck each other through a hole in the began, “ and I wasn’t that turned on.
wall without ever having to know The second was a bit older, but she
which opening or what species we’re really loved it. The third was a bit
into, much less names, birth dates older too, and she really loved it too.
and serial numbers. (There is, by the The fourth was younger,” the guy
way, a club in New York, patronized clicked, warming to his task. “ She
I hear by the very highest society, liked it a lot, though I never saw
called The Toilet, which features just what she looked like. And the fifth
such ‘ ‘Glory Holes.” )
was pretty much the same thing.

Dad’s Excuse Tavern
friendliest place in town
(We try harder, we’re number two)

11 a.m.-2:30 a.m.

Alas, Levenson’s happy patrons
were happy precisely because of the
anonymity that Plato’s affords —
that was the prevalent turn-on.
Indeed, after about a dozen happy
people interviews, I came upon one
mat-room reveler who was so god
damned beamy I wanted to sit on his
face. The guy was taking a breather
on the sidelines. I asked him what
was up. He grinned. You have to
watch what you say at Plato’s or
you’ll never get a straight answer.
‘ ‘You look like you’ve enjoyed
yourself, ’ ’ I began again.
‘ ‘Five times,” he replied.
‘ ‘Remember each one?” I asked.
‘ ‘Oh sure,” he said. “ I never
forget an orgasm.”

2516 S.E. Clinton

a six-pack
of Schlitz Bull
with this coupon
Good through April

“ Sounds pretty impersonal,” I
ventured.
“ Heyy, that’s the beauty of this
place,” he exclaimed, “ that’s what
makes it so great. Plato’s is pure,
unadulterated, sensuous, impersonalized sex.”
What, pray, would Erich Fromm
have to say to that?
Don’t get the idea that the orgasm
numbers game at Plato’s is just a
male trip. One lady, reclining on a
lounge chair and fanning her hot
spot by opening and closing her
knees, remarked gleefully, “ I can
get as many guys as I want here,
with my husband’s permission.”
Another woman, piling potato salad
onto a sagging paper plate, bristled
angrily, “ What do I remember?
Cock size. None of ’em had big
cocks.” And then, at the juice bar, I
came upon a dead ringer for the
Blind Faith album cover girl, the acid
child, replete with budlike breasts,
vaguely pouting mouth, and flowing,
amber hair. Only now she was ten
years older and very up-to-date, her
one-time flush banished by a Baha
mas tan, her weirdly compelling look
hopelessly blurred by Quaaludes.
Swinging was her movement now,
swingers all members of one family,
she said, her glass dangling precari
ously between two slippery fingers. I
asked what that did for her, what she
got out of her evening at Plato’s.
“ Wha’d I get out of it?” she echoes,
suddenly realizing and letting me
know I was very unhip. “ About
twenny comes, that’s what I got.”
To be sure, not all the happy folk
at Plato’s were of the above descrip
tion. Some, like the sixty-two-yearold black retired truck driver and his
wife, Friday regulars for the past two
months, enjoyed Plato’s just for the
visuals. “ When you get old and y ’
gotta body like we got, y ’ come
and look,” the fellow explained.
“ Course, when we get home, after
seeing this stuff, it don’t take much
to get us goin’ ,” he added, nudging
his thin, severe-faced wife. Others,
like a thirty-year-old PR lady, enjoy
them selves in a more complex
manner. Her high point at Plato’s,
she said, was masturbating with an
enormous dildo on the juice bar in
front of a cheering audience. “ It was
a goof,” she explained. “ I loved it. I
flipped everybody right out. ’ ’
But in my nights at Plato’s, easily
the happiest person I met, really
compellingly happy, was a young
woman, plain faced but dreamy
eyes, a sophomore at Rutgers. “ This
is the best time I ever had in my
whole life,” she said, with wonderful
sincerity. “ This is the peak.” With
three guys making exploratory dives
under and between her legs as she
clung to the side of the pool, she told
me she had lost count of the men she
had fucked. She couldn’t help her
self, she said. At Rutgers she had
Continued on next page

ONE LATE RISER EARLYBIRD

$1.10
2 eggs, hash browns and toast
at the Stepping Stone Cafe
8am-2:30pm Mon-Fri
good through May 31,1979

When you rise late and want
a good homemade breakfast at yesterday’s prices,
come to the Stepping Stone Cafe
corner of NW 21st & Quimby
and bring this coupon
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Orgy Palace

relatively few lovers, with long
spaces in between, and she went to
an analyst because she felt shitty
cbout herself. “ But this is better
than any analyst. I wanna do more
than just learn how to survive. I want
to live. After Plato's, I feel I have
lived.’ ’
So many happy people at Plato’s, I
despaired of turning up a single
wretched soul. As the night wore on,
however, I becam e increasingly
aware of something hostile, indeed,
of a near-pervasive anger hidden in
the atmosphere of Plato’s Retreat.
That.it should have eluded me for
hours is not surprising. When you
first descend into the Plato’s den,
the visual impact is at once over
whelming and acutely frustrating.
Your eyes bounce around like pinballs, racking up a score of sex
scenes. But you can’t really take
anything in. Your senses have
jammed. Your instantly numb eyes
register the startling images in an
exasperatingly superficial, abstracted way. Reality like this is very
intangible. Its like hearing a hit song
performed live; the familiar sounds
seem to dissolve into a strange
nothingness som ewhere between
your ear and brain, somehow experienced as less real than the record.
These living fantasy scenes likewise
elude sensory acquisition. The whole
array goes by you with less grab and
depth than a porno flick. Indeed, it’s
only after you make the curious
adjustment of accepting Plato’s as a
kind of 3D walk-around movie that
you can begin to focus and absorb.
The adjustm ent com es easily,
alm ost naturally, as P lato ’ s ap
proaches its spraw ling, earlymorning climax. As both the love
makers and I grew more brazen, it
became apparent that most of the
blatantly public fucking, the matroom, swimming-pool, and dancefloor screwing had a “ fuck you’ ’
edge to it, a hostility directed toward
the very audience that had been
deliberately engaged. It’s not that
these loving couples would have
preferred a bit of privacy. They
resented being watched, but that
resentment was a kind of turn-on,
their lovemaking a kinetic scream of
defiance. In many of the display
couplings one could detect a turning
point, a blast-off, when the selfconscious awareness of audience
would suddenly shift into a decisive,
fiercely aphrodisiac transcendence, a
discounting of other people, of the
intimidating real world master of
public opinion. The presence of
watchers isn’t really dissolved by a
surrender to ardor. That presence is
willfully left behind. Indeed, the
tum-on is to continuously be leaving
it behind, to explode inhibition in the:
face of the inhibitors.
The most mind-blowing scene of
this kind that I witnessed took place,
not in the sauna or pool or orgy

room, but, surprisingly, on the dance
floor. Two women wen. on the floor,
going through some electrifying
motions. The glistening, arching
bodies, one head buried, the other
thrust back, throat taut with pleasure
— the sudden body clutches, mouth
sweeps, and breast massaging, all
executed with expert, inspired tech
nique, had an absorbing, a devour
ing effect. It was like being drawn,
sucked forward by an erotic force
field. “ I bet they didn’t even do this
in Fifties Cuba," a man next to me
marveled through his trance. The
women’s energy was ind sputably
real, though it had non : of the
surrender of passion. These women
weren’t caught up in a tornado of
love or lust, oblivious to all else. If
we hadn’t been there watching they
wouldn’t have been on the floor. But
it wasn’t mere exhibitionism or
theatrics. The women were definitely
showing us something, but in both
senses of the word, as performance
and personal revelation.
In an almost frightful way, the
theatre was making it more real. You
could practically see the public
turn-on excite the women to rising
pitches of intensity. But the energy
had a defiant, almost malignant
edge. It was as if the women were
getting off on space sculpting a
brilliant holograph of that energy,
not as something to be joined with
and shared, but as a flaming,
spiteful statement of fact, a banner
in which they wrapped themselves
and marked their fiercely private
ground. They both required and
scorned their audience. As if sensing
this, the dancers on the floor
discoed with near perfect aloofness
around the stretching, rolling, sud
denly exploding couple. “ And you
want to convey this to the folks in
Boston?’ ’ the guy next to me asked,
chuckling and shaking his head.
Anger was not the only unhappy
emotion emanating from many of the
Plato love scenes. Along with an
intent klatch of onlookers, I watched
a black man and white woman
execute a tortured essay on racialsexual stereotypes, the woman and
the audience pressing for a stud
performance, the man straining to
meet their expectations. But in the
face of his very “ white,” stiff,
choppy thrust, you could feel the
mutual disappointment, frustration,
anxiety, blame, and helplessness
take over. Perhaps the least com
fortable men were those getting
blown. Sitting on lounge chairs,
against walls, or simply standing,
they would try to channel their
self-consciousness into absurd, im
passive TV-like stares. They’d never
admit it, but these fellows were not
having a good time. Nearly as
strained and bleak were the scenes
precipitated by dawn and the closing
time announcement. Hesitant
couples, seated for hours, would
suddenly decide, almost angrily, to

get their money’s worth and fuck. you see can be visualized there. The
And I watched one woman push women who stride past on the street
herself off a sofa and step out of her seem curiously absurd, their sexual
panties in a coldly hurried manner ity at once flaunted and withheld like
that all too clearly read, “ C ’mon, an advantage, a secret to be hinted
at but never fully seen by the likes of
let ’s do it and get it over with.”
you and you and you. You want to
Ironically, one of the most private say, “ Drop it babe, you have been
and lonely spots in Plato’s is the mat, seen, and not against your will be a
or “ orgy” room. From a distance, Peeping Tom, but by your own
and taken as a whole, the hundred hungry consent.” But it’s not just
plus bodies look like a complex women and it’s not just sex. Every
organism of writhing, shadowy one seems to carry a transparent
limbs. But take a closer look. It’s not public posture: head cocked against
really a single body, but a crisscross the world, protectively aloof, warily
of atm ospherically discrete two disdainful, unwilling to disclose a
somes. I had almost hoped for more nuance of anything besides a togeth
of an orgy, for the apocalyptic and er self-sufficiency. Laughable pre
communal decadence of Sodom and tenders, all of them. You’ve seen
Gomorrah. But if Plato’s marks the them too, without the veil, grasping
American Decline and Fall, it’s only frenetically after a fantasy release,
the earliest, most tentative, begin going down under the slipping sands
ning of the end. It’s more than a of identity. But it’s not just people
matter of isolated twosomes. So either, or rather, it’s all the things
many of the people in the mat room, that people have built, everything
especially those who have just disclosing a different quality after
climaxed, lie about with distant, lost, Plato’s — the ancient, iortresslike
dreadfully thinking faces. They look jail on 73rd, the sleek, forbidding
as if their actions, for the moment at Chemical Bank a block away, even
least, have evaporated an entire the Bagel Factory on 79th. It’s hard
world. This fantasy-fulfillment busi to pinpoint but they all seemed to
ness is not to be toyed with. It’s kind balance on a different foundation, an
of rough on beginners. In a sense, energy at once churning and vapor
you either have to go all the way, be ous: cars, horns, lights especially,
willing to endlessly conjure and act the clamorous electric brilliance of
out your own fantasy realities, or New York, everything blinking forth
settle for the steady reality of name the same neural impulse — America
and place. To go halvsies is to — the song of that name; a new
constantly undermine yourself. The world, unweighted by culture and
only way you can hope to manage it tradition and known life — what else
is to utterly dissociate what happens if not a fantasy of lightness and
at Plato’s from the life to be lived space, and absolute indulgence?
W e’ve all been hooked by that
outside. Nothing must carry over.
“ When you leave here,” Larry bottomless promise. Cinderella and
Levenson stressed, “ you go back to Frankenstein, both of them dreams
society, you go back to the PTA, the of fresh life, are the true national
churches, and you forget this place. m yths, the inspiration behind
You have to.” Maybe not forgetting Woodstock, beaten into a look-butis the next stage, the final, insane don’t-touch disco integrity in the
decadence, when Plato’s spills out Seventies, and now, perhaps, about
into the street, self and reality fully to explode into a be-and-doreleased in favor of fantasy and the anything-nothing perversion in the
void. For many of today’s mat-room Eighties? Plato’s Retreat may be the
revelers, however, that void is a deepest advance yet toward Orwell’s
terrible, scary place. Almost all vision. But, if so, it’ll be an inverse
Platoites strike an * everything is 1984, a social and cultural control
cool” pose when asked how they feel that keeps everyone in line by letting
about Plato’s. But on the mats, in everyone jump about to their heart’s
that post-orgasm stillness, you can content. A “ liberation” that drugs a
see them suffering the complexities deeper repression and capitulation.
of the scene and their participation in “ Where else can I fuck the boss’
it, mutely worrying, like forlorn souls wife?” one gleemy-eyed Platoite
challenged. “ Maybe even the boss
about to go up in smoke.
Levenson’s injunction notwith himself?” Indeed. But with this kind
standing, it is virtually impossible to of fantasy fulfillment everything is
annul one’s experience of plato’s, to won and lost. Already the success of
leave it behind and reenter the same Plato’s has inspired a dozen imita
old world. Indeed, the full impact of tors in New York alone. And, as of
the place doesn’t hit you until you’ve last month, Plato’s Retreat fran
left it. You’ve only been gone nine or chises were being cloned for national
ten hours, but you’ve gone so far, distribution in L.A., Detroit and
light years beyond the furthest Miami. Odds are, w e ’ll all be
reaches of customary, surface be confronted by one sooner or later.
havior, that when you come back, Only remember, at Plato’s, you don
step out into New York’s Broadway the mask at the risk of losing your
dawn, it is not the same old world. face.
The first strange jolts are supplied
reprinted by permission Henry
by people. Such is the cross-section
at Plato’s, that virtually every face Schipper.
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GroceryGets

Stepping Stone
Its official name is The Stepping
Stone Cafe but, partially because
owner Zane Lowell has never both
ered to put up an outside sign, it has
many nicknames: The Rolling
Stone, The Schlepping Stone, The
Stone, and occasionally among habituees, The Stumbling Block.
The cafe is small and bright; an
L-shaped relic of the American diner
tradition. It is tucked into the comer
of NW 24th and Quimby and its
stucco exterior smacks faintly of
gentile tea shops on the nether
reaches of Sunset Boulevard or the

ice cream hangout of a Gasoline Al
ley small town. There are plants
inside, red plastic and old chrome, a
few paintings and colorful photo
graphs, nothing spectacular enough
for the newcomer to pinpoint as the
source of the cafe’s cheerful energy.
Conversation overflows from one
table to another and tends to gener
alize at the counter. Lone readers
examine newspapers or books while
families chatter over the huge ome
lettes. The feel is relaxed, the right
spot to spend a rainy morning. A
donut arrives with a comment about

Get High In Style
Ides of March has an excellent
selection of smoking items, and
a lot more . . . Selected Indian,
Afghani, Thai and Mexican cloth
ing . . . American Unicorn jew
elry . . . Earrings are our spe
cialty . . . and still there’s more.

There has been a wonderous
in the Corbett neighborhood
might just be the right medifor a community whose spirit
been long fragmented by whole
evictions followed by greedy
real estate activity.
Sheri, Pat, Gary and Rick have
taken over the Ross Island Grocery
on SW Corbett and Whitaker St.
and are turning it into a store
that fills the needs of the vast
majority of neighborhood residents.
They have kept the beer and wine
that has been a staple there for
generations — even before old Man
Brown started wandering down for
his daily bottle — but the Ritz
crackers, Wonder bread and T.V.
dinners have been replaced by a
dynamite produce section that for
its size rivals Cornos and Sheridans
in quality. Whole wheat bread,
bagels from the Bagel Lady, Haagen
Dazs ice cream, and whole wheat
fig bars are some of the other
countless goodies available.
The boards have come down from
the windows, the door is open on

nice days and everyone in the neigh
borhood seems to find 5 or 10 min
utes a day to stroll over and grab
a few things for dinner and maybe
make a new friend or say hello
to an old one.
It makes one wonder what could
be done to revive or sustain other
neighborhoods plagued with Plaid
Pantry Plasticitis — maybe neigh
borhood review boards should be
instituted to oversee and approve
new businesses. The city could pro
vide starter money for new com
munity focused businesses that
would reflect the needs of each
neighborhood. Such boards would
hopefully prevent pock marks like
the recent mass immigration of 7
to 11 stores on NW 23rd to compete
with the successful Lovejoy market.
The new Ross Island Grocery is
one exciting example that should
be an inspiration to neighborhood
groups looking to improve their
area and others bored with the 9
to 5 routine of working for someone
A
else’s profit.

the effects of hydrocarbon on the
metabolism. The waitress pauses at
the next table to exchange views
with a customer on a recent dance
performance. A group at the counter
trade pungent remarks with the
dishwasher on the value of a musi
cian’s union. A well-phrased discus
sion of Kafka flowers behind you and
someone quotes Shakespeare to a
patiently amused mechanic. At the
end of the room a small dark woman
puts down her coffee pot to give a
succinct Tai Chi lesson to a customer
in the aisle. From the narrow door to
the kitchen a strong male voice cries,
“ Do they think this is MacDonald’s?
Did they rush da Vinci or Michaelangelo?” The true nature of The
Stepping Stone Cafe reveals itself.
,“ We are all artists here, working
to support our arts,” says owner
Zane Lowell. “ That entails shared
interests and values.” Lowell him
self is a poet with a substantial body
of work to his credit. His partner,
Elaine Kassouf, is a singer and
skilled graphic artist.
“ Our dishwasher is one of the fi
nest banjo players in the country and
our waiters and waitresses are dedi
cated writers and dancers. There’s
an enormous collection of talent here
and a lot of respect and liking. It’s
crucial in a place this small. The
Stepping Stone isn’t a business, it’s
an organism. Our customers usually
enjoy it.”
The care is a neighborhood insti
tution. The builder and original ow
ner was Joseph Didak, the founder
of the Silver Moon. Mr. Didak built
the cafe at the foot of his house in
1948 as an ice cream parlour and
sandwich shop. “ Didak’s” was sold
in 1960 though the Didaks still own
the premises and live in the adjoin
ing house. A series of owners tried
their hands on the business before

Zane Lowell bought it one Friday the
Thirteenth in 1977. In the nearly two
years since then, The Stepping
Stone, still flaunting the original
Didak’s sign over the door, has re
gained its reputation as a good place
to gather as well as eat.
“ Our idea has always been to cre
ate an old-fashioned cafe with real
food, the lowest possible prices, and
a pleasant atmosphere,” says Lo
well. Success is reflected in the
broad cross-section of the communi
ty which frequents The Stepping
Stone. Families, businesmen, stu
dents, teachers, artists, and local
factory workers all find their way to
the extravagent omelettes and fine
breakfasts. But The Stepping Stone
is one of a rapidly diminishing breed.
Small locally owned businesses are
dying out in the onslaught of fast
food chains, pre-processed foods and
the boil-in-the-bag syndrome.
“ It’s very hard. It takes an
enormous amount of work. We
prepare as much of our food as
possible on the premises. Our hash
browns enter the kitchen in a burlap
bag marked Idaho #1. Our soups and
pastries are all made from scratch.
Our breakfasts are the best and
cheapest in town. But it takes the
kind of labor that excludes every
thing else, including the writing of
novels and poems,” says Lowell.
“ The government is making it
harder for us all the time. In another
ten years, certainly in twenty, this
kind of cafe simply will not exist.
Small business taxes are wildly out
of proportion to any possible gross. I
pay thirteen taxes. Eight of them are
based on payroll and five of them on
the very stools and coffee cups. If I
paid taxes in the same proportion as
Exxon or Bethlehem Steel, I’d be
flying.”

MAY DAY SALE
April 28-29
10-50%
discounts
U N IT E D FRONT BOOKSTORE
701 S.E. Belmont

233-9270

Mon-Fri11-8 Sat 11-5; Sun 12-4

115S.W.SecondAve. OLDTOWN Portland=222-46B
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It C an’t H a p p en H ere?
MARCH 30, 1999

Radiation spreads
effects grow
worse over long run
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — Exposure to radiation can make changes in
the molecules inside living cells, and the
damage done, if any, is roughly proporto the dose.

produce effects that can not be seen
immediately but that show up in the
long run.

catastrophe
possible
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N-plants
N orthw est Originals

We Buy
find Sell
ROCK, JAZZ, FOLK,
BLUES, SOUNDTRACKS,
AND CLASSICAL
We specialize in
out-of-print records
for collectors
832 SW Park 222-4773
Mon.-Sat.
11a m -7 pm
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Portland
Saturday M a rk e t
Sundays Too!
Rain o r shine till Christmas.
Under the Burnside Bridge in O ld Town.
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WhyCan’tThisHappenHere?
by Michael Harris
Burlington, Vermont. Population:
38,000. Burlington, Vermont, is
home to IBM computer-parts facto
ries, General Electric equipment
plants and the University of Ver
mont. Burlington, Vermont, has also
earned itself the dubious reputation
of becoming the “ restaurant-oven
capital” of the world; Burlington
manufactures more restaurant ovens
than any other place on the face of
the earth. But what may now really
put this city on the map is Burling
ton’s municipally owned electric utility, the Burlington Electric De
partment. While power costs are
rising everywhere else, Burlington
Electric customers have the lowest
utility rates of any comparable city in
the Northeast.
Why? By 1982, Burlington Electric
will meet one-third of the city’s de
mand for electricity. . .by burning
wood, that’s why.
“ We’re at the end of long trans
portation corridors up here,” Burl
ington Electric General Manager,
Robert Young, said. “ Up to now,
we’ve relied on out-of-state coal,
Arab oil and ‘interruptable’ natural
gas piped in from Canada. Fuel pri
ces have risen 300 percent to 600
percent in some cases during the last
five years. We had to do some
thing.”
A high-powered, balding busi
nessman in a blue suitcoat and
striped tie, the fast-talking, ever
smiling Young is the perfect candi
date for introducing “ alternative
technology” to mainstream Ameri
can enterprise. Doubtless, Young
could have been a bulldog upper
level corporate manager with one of
the Fortune 500 firms, had not a
yearning for life in his native Ver
mont detoured him into the general
managership of this municipal utili
ty. Young accurately describes him
self as a big fish in a small pond, and
he’s made the most of it. From hum
ble beginnings as a collective effort
to light the city’s streets in 1905, the
Burlington Electric Department has
become one of the best-equipped electricity suppliers in the nation,
while consistently boasting the low
est electric rates in all of New Eng
land’s region of high-priced energy.
And now, Burlington Electric is
becoming the yardstick with which
to measure all other utilities.
Burlington Electric’s love affair
with wood began in 1977. Thomas
Carr, the company’s generating
plant superintendent transplanted to
Burlington from the Iowa corn
fields, directed the rehabilitation of
an aged coal-fired generator into an
electricity producer fueled by wood
chips from the nearby Vermont
forests. Carr is a wiry, energetic guy
who scampers up the lofty catwalks
of the plant’s giant boilers like a
speedy chimpanzee. He retooled the
utility’s Number One generator to
wood-burning capacity without fed
eral grants or other technical assis
tance. He recycled steampipes from
other boilers, and used an old firstaid kit for the control box. Carr spent
only half of the $50,000 that the
Burlington Electric Department allo
cated for the job.
“ It was easy,” Carr says in his
characteristic easygoing style.

“ There’s nothing to it, really, no
new technology required. Anyone
can do it.”
Yet, an executive from the nearby
IBM corporate office who visited the
generating plant marveled at the
speed and price tag of the conversion
project. “ Only $25,000,” he mused.
“ Why, it would have cost us $25,000
just to determine which department
would handle the job.”
Carr’s retrofitted wood burner is a
m arvel of simplicity. The same
conveyor that shuttles coal to the
other three Burlington Electric boil
ers dumps matchbook-sized wood
chips into Number One’s overhead
bin, and large screw augers push the
chips down four steel chutes into the
firebox below. The chip disappear in
a dancing wall of yellow flames, and,
in the process, create enough steam
to generate 10 megawatts of electri
city.
Initial adjustments and a bit of
tinkering were required, but now,
wood-fired Number One perks along
day after day, generating electricity
alongside its coal-burning counter
parts in Burlington’s Moran Genera
ting Station. “ The way it works is not
much different from burning coal,”
said Pete Brosseau, whose job is
monitoring the performance of the
wood burner and its coal-fired com
panions. “ We ironed out the prob
lems long ago.”
It took only a few weeks after the
first wood chips slipped down Num
ber One’s chutes for Burlington Electric engineers to discover that
they were consistently generating
commercial quantities of power from
the makeshift wood burner at a rate
of only two cents per kilowatt-hour of
generated electricity—much cheaper
than nuclear power and fully onethird less than the cost of burning
coal, the cheapest of all fossil fuels.
“ The experiment exceeded our
expectations, it was a complete
success,” Young announced. Soon
after, planning began in earnest for
the development of a larger-capaci
ty, wood-fired generator. Earlier this
year, Burlington voters overwhelm
ingly approved the sale of revenue
bonds by their power company to
help fund construction of a new, 80million-dollar, 50-megawatt, woodfueled generating plant to be com
pleted by 1982.
For Burlington, located in a state

where 76 percent of the land is cov
ered by forest, the choice of wood as
an alternative fuel was an obvious
one. Before the closing days of the
19th century, farming and a “cut out
and get out” timber harvest had
stripped most of New England of its
forests, leaving stunted, twisted,
poor-quality trees in their wake. As a
result, today’s “ second-growth for
est” is filled with timber unsuitable
for lumber and most other commer
cial uses'. Thinning and weeding of
the forest stand is desperately need
ed to return the region’s woodland
garden to productive capabilities.
The Vermont Forestry Department
has estimated that one-third of the
trees in the state’s forests should be
removed. So when Burlington Elec
tric announced its plans to chip and
bum 250,000 cords of unmarketable
cull wood annually to fuel its new
generating plant, state foresters en
thusiastically endorsed the project.
“ Weeding the dead, diseased and
dying trees from the state’s forests
will increase the growth of highquality timber, ” Bradford Walker, a
state forestry director, observes.
“ Studies have indicated that suffici
ent quantities of waste wood are
available to supply a plant of this size
on a sustained yield basis. ” That is,
forever.
Unlike the case with nuclear power
plants, where many jobs are created
only for construction of the new
plant, wood-fired generators will
mean many new and lasting jobs for
Vermonters: loggers to cut the fuel
from the state’s forests, machine op
erators to reduce whole trees to wood
chips, and truckers to haul the wood
chips from the forest to a Burlington
storage yard.
“ We’ll be spending $30,000 a day
here for fuel,” Young said, “ and all
that money will be staying right here
in Vermont, strengthening our local
economy.”
With the Burlington Electric De
partment blazing the trail, it seems
likely that other localized wood-fired
generators will be springing up in
New England and in other forested
regions of the United State. A study
recently completed by the Michigan
Public Service Commission, for ex
ample, concluded that the state can
generate “ all of its electricity from
dead and decaying wood fiber,
logging residues, mill wastes, forest

thinnings and surplus annual
growth, with ample megawatts to
spare.” The commission calculated
that Michigan’s annual surplus for
est growth holds the potential for
generating 1,300 megawatts of elec
tricity each year. Burning wood isn’t
an appropriate energy alternative for
all parts of the country, of course,
but Burlington’s experience reveals
the essential ingredients of reasona
ble regional energy planning: an
open-minded, creative attitude to
ward the wise use of the resources at
hand, freed from the demands of
centralization and the narrow con
fines of corporate profit pictures.
Decentralization of electrical gen
erating capacity in several small
plants—rather than construction of a
huge, centralized reactor—makes
sense economically and ecologically.
“ Transmitting electricity over long
distances results in a tremendous
loss of power,” Young explained.
“ Just the fact that we have local
generation here is worth a million
dollars a year to our customers,
whatever the fuel.” A federal task
force recently estimated that enough
wood could be harvested in New
England by the year 2000—without
environmental harm—to produce the
energy equivalent of 2.3 billion bar
rels of oil, or the output of ten typical
nuclear power plants.
Recently, word reached Burling
ton officials that the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy had belatedly “ dis
covered” the project. “ We’re get
ting a lot of people thinking inside
government and other utilities,”
Young said. “ Lately, we’ve been in
undated by phone calls every day.”
As a finishing touch to their grand
alternative energy design, Burling
ton Electric engineers have devel
oped plans to grow vegetables and
flowers. Waste heat from the new
wood-fired plant will be used to
warm a series of greenhouses, pro
viding an alternative to the pink Cal
ifornia tomatoes and pale lettuce
shipped there fromacross the conti
nent to feed Vermonters during the
long, cold New England winters. The
first demonstration greenhouse is
scheduled for completion this year,
and it is expected to produce “lots of
vegatables and flowers” during a
12-month growing season.
“ The home-grown lettuce and to
matoes will sell well in local mar
kets,” said Young, explaining his utility’s interest in developing an ag
ricultural companion to its woodfired generating facility. “ Besides,
we don’t want to waste the BTUs.”
For those of us far from the
smokestacks of Burlington and the
green hills of Vermont, the Burling
ton Electric success story offers an
important lesson. Burlington Electric
engineers have merely demonstrated
what most of us have suspected all
along: there is no magic, no exotic
technology is needed to wean the
nation from our overwhelming ad
diction to fossil and nuclear fuels.
Fresh insights, unfettered ingenuity
and new priorities are what’s re
quired. But maybe that’s magic,
after all.
Michael Harris has written for The
Nation and the Real Paper. His last
article for Mother Jones was on
“ Eating Oil.”

Support KBOO Spring Pledge, April 21-28
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LashLaRue

Whips It UpForJesus
by Grover Lewis
In the winter months, the broken climate, they descent on the Sunshine
drones of America converge on St. City in voracious, madgabbling hordes—
Petersburg in assault waves. Policemen pimps, hustling broads, winos, junkies,
and bartenders call the invaders snow thieves, geriatric basket cases— all the
buzzards. Lured by Florida’s steamy known varieties of physical, spiritual and
12

social dereliction. These nomadic
packs of scavengers burrow in
wherever they can, scam and victi
mize each other however they can
and fast-shuffle simply to get by—to
survive. In human terms, the Sun
shine City is the bottom of the bird
cage.
The predatory hustlers in St.
Pete’s down-and-outer bars are aware of their plight and even discuss
it among themselves with perverse
relish, referring to the town as Salt
Petersburg, a “city of the living
d ead ” populated principally by
“ newleyweds and the nearly dead.”
A visitor quickly gets the impression
that all the dead are grateful in St.
Petersburg.
In the winter of 1973/1974, as if to
commonly underscore the stupefying
desolation of their bar-bound lives,
the snow buzzards elevated a homely
little country-and-westem ditty titled
Whatever Happened to Randolph
Scott? to the status of a runaway
jukebox hit. A Gospel-flavored tune
performed bouncily by the Statler
Brothers, the song posed the musical
question:
Whatever happened to Johnny
Mach
Brown and Allan Rocky Lane
Whatever happened to Lash
LaRue,
I'd love to see them again
W hatever happened to Sm iley
Burnette, Tim Holt and Gene
Autry
Whatever happened to all of these
has happened to the best of me.
Whatever happened to Lash La
Rue was: Dano Cooke, a self
promoter who goes under the theo
logical alias The Reverend John 3:16
Cook (the 3:16 tag semaphoring the
Biblical verse: “ For God so loved the
world, that He gave His only
begotten” blah-blah). A satanicvisaged self-professed former pimp
and camy hooligan turned mis
sionary evangelist, Brother 3:16
“ ministers” these days to St. Pete’s
latest incursion of snow buzzards. As
his reward for graveyard duty, he
dresses in florid showbiz threads,,
eats steak, sleeps between satin
sheets and drives a late-m odel
Lincoln Mark IV to service-club
luncheons. Brother ^:16 has got hold
of some power, you understand.
And he wouldn’t mind some more.
In late 1973, the evangelist got wind
that Lash LaRue, the B screen’s
once-mighty King of the Bullwhip,
was also reduced to dogging the
ministerial trail, popping his trusty
whip for the Lord in red-neck
tabernacles out yonder in the Dixie
sticks. Brother 3:16 promptly
jumped on the horn and proposed a
Jesus-peddling detente —in, p re 
sumably, his name.
Lash accepted and, in October
1973, hied himself to St. Petersburg,
where he moved into a $180-a-month
apartment in a sleazo-slick singles
complex called Porto Cadiz. Brother
3:16 footed the bills for the antiseptic
little crib, doled out walking-around
money for the once-rich actor and
promoted him a clunker car and a
wardrobe of spiffy black outfits much
like the ones LaRue wore in Frontier
Revenge, The Black Lash and 40-odd
other cheapies of the Forties and
Fifties dreamscape.
All for a consideration, of course.
Brother 3:16 was hell-bent on put
ting together what his Cinecolor
letterheads would soon proclaim as
‘‘A m erica’s ‘No. 1’ M issionary
Team.” To that end, he had cards,
posters and fliers printed in bulk.
With Lash as his shill, he set his
sights on whizzing every lucrative
hick church in the country, and there
are more than a few. A grandiose
scheme, Brother 3:16’s brainstorm —
only it didn’t quite work.
When, in the full-moon phase of
March, a writer from San Francisco
flew in to give witness to God’s “ No.

1” team at close hand, the whole
enchilada had already begun to
crumble. Brother 3:16 greeted the
w riter in oh-so-pious em brace,
smarmed and stalled a lot for three
days’ running but, in the end, was
unable to conceal the circumstance
that he and his erstwhile teammate
were in the process of parting ways
because of a dispute over the
division of their hard-hustled love
offerings.
It is full-moon-madness time, re
member, so when Brother 3:16
finally snaps that he can’t hide the
fact of his rift with LaRue or the
shabby reasons behind it, the bar
rel-bodied evangelist turns triggerish. “ Lash is a low-life lush, is all,”
he rasps to the writer on the final day
of their mercifully brief acquaint
ance. “ That’s his nickname, you
know, and it’s the Lord’s truth —
Lush LaRue. He’s got sick ideas:
astrology, reincarnation —all that
junk. When I first found him, he was
ate up with disease and I took care of
his medical bills. I carried him as
long as I did because he’s a good
draw. People everywhere still re
cognize him, but if folks knew what
he was really like, why” —Brother
3:16 shudders in tropistic pulsa
tions—“ why, your ordinary Christ
ian would take one look and just
purely shit. ’’
/
Fortunately, the writer has sniffed
this situation brewing for days, and
with the genially larcenous con
nivance of one of Brother 3:16’s own
henchman-styled apostles, he con
trives to head Lash off at the Porto
Cadiz pass that same evening.
The cowboy actor’s one-bedroom
apartment in the singles complex is
wall to wall with .Exorcist-green
carpeting and a truckload or so of
antiqued fumitureYA small balcony
overlooks the standard spirochete
shaped pool in the community gar
den at the rear.
Lash arrives around dusk, wheel
ing up in a blood-red Eldorado
ragtop. Speaking in camy argot, an
elaborate concealment of meaning
related to schoolyard pig Latin, he
tells the apostle that the flashy car
belongs to a Mafia-owned franchise
outfit in Jacksonville, a company
Lash hopes to go to work for the
following week as a high-salaried PR
man. “I’m clearing out of this
chicken-shit dump and this chicken
shit town,” he grunts balefully.
Slim and trimly clad in black down
to his dyed hair and eyebrows, Lash
doesn’t look all that different from
his cowboy image of 1952, when
Lash LaRue Western Comics sold
thousands and thousands of copies in
four languages. He conceals his ageravaged eyes behind m irrored
shades, and his face always had a
puffy and pallid cast, so that doesn’t
exactly mark him for early transit to
Boot Hill. But whoa dp now—
what’s that old cowboy doing in the
living room?
Well, he’s breaking out his stash
and rolling and smoking luxuriant
cigars of it continuously throughout
the evening, chased down with
bottled Miller’s beer. Lash often
affects a scrambled, runamuck com
mingling of Lord Buckley shuckand-gibes, Kahlil Gibran blissninnyisms and the autocratic commands of
a bad and pompous movie director.
Lash’s laugh is boyish and nasally
rushing and sometimes full of feral
terror. He is damaged goods and he
shows it.
With one smoke or another in his
hand, Lash stalks around the living
room and the adjacent balcony with
dem ented energy, making stagy
exits and entrances, ranting aloud at
times with the force of a fissure
opening in the earth. His manic
candor, you realize pretty quickly,
spurts and bubbles out of some
helpless incapacity to restrain him
self—simply to shut up. The result is
quantum leaps in logical association,
an addled eloquence choreographed

in a spastic scherzo of tortured bodily
gyrations. Abruptly, at random,
Lash shouts. He is a most unsettling
and apocalyptic cowboy.
“ Nothing is accidental,” he be
gins in a firm, instructive basso.
“ Nothing—no thing. I’ve had a taste
of everything the world has to offer. I
still get fan mail addressed to ‘The
Cowboy with the Whip, U.S.A.’ I’ve
been through the Vale of Death
countless times, but I’m not per
mitted to reveal the details. There
are certain implantations into the
human mind so fantastic that if I
were to tell you the whole truth, it
would make a schizophrenic out of
you. How old am I? Well...huh-huhhuh...counting Lincoln’s last birth
day, I’d say about two hundred and
seventy-five.
‘‘I can tell you a certainty, though.
There is a Day of Judgment coming
and the Old Man is going to be very
difficult to bargain with. Before I
have yet another funeral, I may get
married again. If so. I ’ll have a big
wedding in Dodger Stadium and sell
tickets.
“Myself, I've been rehearsing
forty years for a one-night stand and
I'm not yet booked. I ’ll tell you this,
though—when I get the time on TV
to speak and I have the attention
worthy of that which will yet be said,
1 won’t ask anybody how to say it.
And if they don’t like my language,
they can go fuck themselves.
“ I came in from an area of time
and space the human race is not heir
to and may not be for years to come.
The direct current that abides in me
would knock the average person out
of his shoes. Why? The Old Man dug
me, I think. My guess is, He’s a
Western fan.
“Oh, I bother ‘em, you know. I
spook most of the church people. I
get to a point where somebody will
s a y o u just lost me there, Lash.’ I
spoke to a Bible class once, and
when I finished, they all looked like
they were a painted flat out there.
Nobody moved. I thought, Well, the
Old Man has hypnotized ‘em, and
now how the fuck am I going to pull
’em out of it?
“ I ’ve been in and out so many
times that I know it won’t hurt when
I go again. I know I’ll have to pay
God for my poor judgments, but I
have to abide by what I see as right
and wrong. I’ve been here much too
long, baby, to get fucked without
gettin’ kissed.
“ Solomon had wisdom and it was
a gift of God. And he misused and
abused it when he couldn’t under
stand the Jew gods d id n 't dig
niggers.
“Now I'll tell you this: I have
been, in another package, black. If
you don't like my color now, you 'll
wish you hadnever been born.
“ CUT. PRINT IT.
“ Huh-huh%d^ huh-huh-huh....
That sort of rap makes John 3:16
turn to clabber, you see. That’s
because he had a ridiculous appetite
and a terrible over-all attitude. I
scared him when I looked him in the
eye and told him, 'John, everything
you think I am, you are. You can't be
me, but he that is with me can be
instantly you. ’
“ I don’t like to be condemned for
my personal weaknesses and the
things I enjoy. I enjoy a good steak, I
do. I still enjoy a beautiful woman
and I love good music and poetry.
And there is nothing namby-pamby
about me.
“ Poetry, yes—I hesitate to write it
myself because I get into Different
Areas that people really don’t under
stand. I could never be classed as a
commercial success, but I’ve done a
few little things. I did a hip-talk
version of The Shooting of Dan
McGrew that was kind of cute. I dig
Robert Service. There are times
when I feel as though I could go
mentally back and relive portions of
his life. And Shakespeare’s, also. I
have some notes that I made when I

believe the spirit entity of Will
Shakespeare was coming through
me. It’s a wild bit.
“Nothing is accidental. My moth
er, Sarah, was the first angel of my
life. She was raped by her stepfather
when she was a lass of thirteen, and
the Old Man allowed me to know the
details of that as if I were her at the
time. Not that she ever told me, but
the painful details were revealed to me.
“ Gretna, Louisiana....That’s as
far as they can trace me back. My
mother was widowed by the First
World War, and she and my sister
and I grew old together in the
moneygrubbing concentration camps
of the late, great Great Depression.
All across the country...and then I
got involved with the Filthy Game of
Hollywood.
“ CUT. PRINT IT.
“ Huh-huh-huh....The way I got to
Hollywood was, I went to the College
of the Pacific at a certain era of time.
I played football—left end—and I
was muy fast. I studied dramatics
because I had a lisp and a hesitation
stammer. Through a teacher, I met
George Brent, a very Big Player.
George registered even above RinTin-Tin at that time and he intro
duced me to a Big Operator who ran
Universal Studios.
“ I went by the name of Al LaRue
when I was in that package, and the
first picture I made for Universal, in
1945, was a serial called The Master
Key, starring Milbum Stone. Then I
worked in one of Deanna Durbin’s
pictures, Lady on a Train. It was a
small paqf, but I dug Deanna.
“ She and I almost....If it hadn’t
been for my stupid agent, she and I
probably would’ve been in love. We
were very close. She needed me and
I heeded someone who knew which
way to go.
“ Deanna was an angel, but she
was a little on the suggestible side.
Myself, I was an idealistic young
buck who wanted a vine-covered
cottage and a wife who would love
me for all my endearing qualities.
And an evil-minded idiot bastard son
of Stan proceeded to poison my mind
with hearsay about Deanna’s ‘sordid
sex life.’ I tried not to listen to him,
but afterward I could never be
around her without hearing those
words echo in my mind. I never
believed them, but Deanna and I
stopped seeing each other. Isn’t that
sad?
“I was on the verge of hanging it
all up. When J. Arthur Rank joined
Universal, I was due for a raise and I
didn’t get it. I said, ‘Fuck you,’ and
went home and started working on
my custom-built car. Then I got a call
from another Operator, Bob Tansey
at PRC (Producers Releasing Corp
oration).
‘‘Tansey was casting Song of Old
Wyoming, one of the first B color
Westerns. He looked me over like I
was a piece of horse meat and asked
me if I could act. I told him I was
probably the best actor who’d ever
been in his office. He looked at me as
if I was nuts and asked me if I could
use a whip. I told him sure—I’d been
messing around with whips since 1
was a kid. Well, of course, that was a
lie, but I got the part. I immediately
ran downtown and rented a couple of
whips to practice with. I beat myself
half to death before Tansey figured
out what was going on and hired an
expert named Snowy Baker to teach
me a whip act. By the time I finsihed
that picture, I could pop a cap off a
Coke Bottle.
“And that was the beginning of
the Lash package. The black cos
tumes were left over from a flop
series made by George Houston, a
very Small Player. I enacted Lash in
forty starring roles. Later, I played
opposite Hugh O’Brian on the Wyatt
Earp TV show. To this day, I wish
the Old Man had allowed me to snuff
that twerp....
Continued onpage 30
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High Rise Construction-A Deadly Game
Y esterday, the man from the
Occupational Safety and Health Ad
ministration (OSHA) came to the
hotel construction site I’m working
on. He walked the job, workers hid
the safety hazards and illegal proce
dures from his view. Typical rule
violations included no railings on
open holes, no safety belts for
workers on scaffolds, no ropes
around the areas being stripped of
overhead forms, no scaffolds for
working on narrow side beams, and
on and on.
Everyone from highest super to
meanest laborer views the OSHA
man with shared distrust and dislike,
as if he were a common enemy.
Later, talking over lunch, I asked
some laborers and carpenters why
they felt that way.
They didn’t reply with the usual. It
wasn’t nitpicking or safety proce
dures which make work more diffi
cult that bug them. They feel that if
we worked the way OSHA wanted us
to it would take twice as long and
cost the company twice as much.
Company profits put us to work and
pay our wages, they explained.
“ But,” I said naively, “ is it worth
risking our lives so the company can
make more money? And if we
followed safety procedures wouldn’t
that create more work for every
body? The company certainly didn’t
pass its profits alont to us. If we left
it up to the company there wouldn’t
be any safey procedures at all.
“ No,” everyone said, “ it’s the
company’s profits that pays our
checks.”
Once a week we have a safety
meeting at which the boss, says
“ Watch those nails,“ (left in the
wood) and we sign a sheet saying we
attended a safety meeting.
Last year over 5000 workers were

killed in industrial accidents. Ten
million workers were injured. Almost
400,000 suffered a disability result
ing from an occupation disease and
10,000 died a “ slow death” as a
result of work. This doesn’t count the
millions of casualties created by the
daily stress and tension of work.

I’m a laborer, laborers do all kinds
of shit work: clean ships, often of
asbestos dust; pour concrete for
dams, bridges, and buildings, in
which they are occasionally buried.
Dig holes, which sometimes collapse
because of inadequate shoring. Car
ry materials for the other workers,
often injuring their backs. Use
jackhammers on concrete, which
creates neurological and hearing
problems, and any other number of
physically difficult, paintul and often
dangerous jobs.
My job now is stripping the forms
off of the hardened concrete. At first,
I was terrified to work up on the six
story high scaffolds. Walking a small
ledge, prying with, my wrecking bar
or wrestling with the long 4 x 12's I
used to wonder if I was going to die.
Either you stop worrying or find a
different job. I stopped worrying.

MAG^C STAR
NATURAL
FOODS
RESTAURANT

Last year, I worked on one of the
largest office buildings downtown,
recaulking the marble precasts on
the outside of the building. Every
day my partner and I rode our three
by ten scaffold up and down the
outside of the building, depending
on two lonely steel cables to keep us
up. Being terrified of heights I
almost fainted when they told me to
go up the first time. I was too scared
to refuse and too scared to do it. But
if I didn’t want to do the job there
was a long list at the Laborers Hall of
people who would do it. Luckily, I
was so cold I could think of nothing
except trying to stay warm, the
whole first day. After two weeks I
was used to it and rarely thought
about what I was doing.
Once though, the power line
shorted out and we were stranded as
a sudden rain squall came up, and
tossed us around. “ Why are we
dointoahis,” I asked my partner.
“ Hell,” he replied, “ you can die
crossing the street.” Ater several
hours we made it down. And of
course the next day I thought
nothing of going up there again.
Last April I walked into work with
the morning paper. Fifty one West
Virginia construction workers were
killed on a collapsed scaffold. Fifteen
stories high, it broke bolt by bolt.
“ There wasn’t a damn thing they
could do but scream,” said one
witness.
“ Why did this happen?” I asked.
The men at work read the story or
had heard of it. The 29th layer was
being poured one day after the 28th
layer, to which the scaffold was
attached.
“ Green concrete,” they all said.
(Green means not dry, not up to
strength.)
Why did the men go up? Everyone

knows it takes at least 24 hours and
warm weather (it had been in the
30’s that day) for concrete to harden.
“ What else are you going to do?”
they said. “ Go up or lose your job.
Anyway, that’s what we’re paid
for!”
Why do we continue to do this
work. How do we deal with the
danger? I think there are several
explanations.
First, people need jobs. Many of
the most dangerous jobs—textiles,
coal mining, chemical workers, la
borers—are unskilled jobs. All of us
are easily replaced.
Second, people accept a very high
degree of danger, unpleasantness
and hardship as the natural way of
work. They put up with incredible
difficulties and speed-ups as an
ordinary part of life.
Third, they try not to think about
it. It’s too hard to worry all the time.
Instead, you stop worrying.
“ After all, look at all the people
killed in traffic accidents,” my
partners always say. Also, you get
used to it. It really doesn’t affect you
after a while.
Fourth, in the construction busi
ness, all this is complicated by a
large degree of machoism. You
disregard danger to prove you’re
tough and unafraid. Even when you
don’t have to take a dangerous job on
a particular site, th e re ’s social
pressure to take it.
Finally, workers often accept the
companies’ case that profits must
come before safety. Luckily, this
attitude is changing as workers in
many industries —coal, textiles,
chemical workers —are fighting for
safer working conditions. After all,
they are human beings and not
renlacable pieces of equipment.
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INFLATION IS BIG BUSINESS
Protective Reaction Strikes or How
Jimmy the C Will Save Our
Economy by Making Most of Us
Poorer and a Few of Them Richer

Jim “ I will never lie to you”
Carter has proposed a ‘‘lean and
austere” budget that has as much
resolve to cut excess weight as the
latest Shelley Winters diet procla
mation.
The defense department still liv
ing with their Dr. Strangelove over
kill mentality has managed to talk
our fearless leader into a proposed
outlay of $125.8 billion of a total
budget of $531.6 billion.
The defense budget represents
23.1% of the federal budget and an
increase of 3.1% in real (counting
inflation) dollar terms over last year.
This is just the tip of the iceberg
for what the defense department
has in store for us.
‘‘An extra $100 million or so is
going for AWACS, the flying radar
bunker, which has been seeking a
home ever since the Air Force decid
ed it could not be justified as a
counter over the North American
land mass to a nonexistant Soviet
bomber threat. The Shah did his
best, purchasing three of the
‘command-and-control’ Boeings, but
the eventual beneficiaries will now
be NATO forces in Europe. AWACS
outlays in 1980 will be $406.9
million.’^
Other Pentagon boondoggles
include, “a new aircraft carrier for

the Navy ($1.5 billion), the Trident
submarine ($1.5 billion, up from
$667 million last year), the Trident
strategic missile ($831 million), the
MX mobile missile ($675.4 million
this year, mainly for research and
development, and rising fast). There
are a number of such titanic expen
ditures. But the real significance of
Carter’s increased budget lies not
so much in these spectacular invest
ments as in what defense buffs like
to call ‘acorns’ — meager-seeming
outlays in 1980 that will become
mighty forests of cost-overrun in
three or four years.
The Defense Department’s pro
curement program is thus up 6.6%
in real terms over last year to
■35.4 billion, with research and
development running at 13.6 billion.
These are the intimations and reali
zations of vast programs. The army,
for example, is just getting under
way with its new AAH attack heli
copter, which costs $7.5 million a
copy, seven times as much as its
predecessor, the AHIS. The army
similarly is spending $49.4 million
in 1980 on R&D for a program
called Remotely Piloted Vehicles.
The sum last year was 18.2 million
and in the years to come this
amount will continue to climb. The
Navy is launching its own ship
based AWACS, the Aegis Surfaceto-Air Missile System — still in
R&D at $53.1 million.
Examples of these preliminary
investments abound in programs
from tanks to missile delivery
systems to helicopters. After the
single rejection of the B-l bomber,

Carter and Defense Secretary
Brown have basically proceeded
with the Defense Department’s
version of Business As Usual —
which is to fund everything and
cut nothing. Rationalization has
been blithely postponed. The result
in the mid-1980’s will be a defense
budget far in excess of the presently
contemplated $165.7 billion (for
1984); a crisis in operation and
maintenance costs as the invest
ments today in procurement work
their way through; and finally, war,
bloody and terrible, between the
services as they fight for dollars
that will not be there. This, of
course, will not be Carter’s problem.
The only example of leanness and
austerity we could discern was the
proposal to downgrade toilet clean
ers from GS-2 (starting salary
$7,422) to GS-1 (starting salary
$6561?. ” 2
“To top it all off Congresswoman
Elizabeth Holtzman has uncovered
$21 billion in unspent and uncon
tracted for funds in the last Defense
Department budget. This 21 billion
(three times the cost of the food
stamp program), the generals
couldn’t think of a way of spending
after a whole year of missile fan
tasies, and cost overruns is called
an “unobligated balance.” What
would you call a president who in
his acceptance speech to the 1976
Democratic Convention said, “We
should make our major investment
in people, not in weapons.”

TAX RELIEF FOR THE RICH
Candidate Carter promised a
“complete overhaul of our tax
system. It is a disgrace to the
human race. All my life I ’ve heard
promises of tax reform, but it never
quite happens. With your help we
are finally going to make it happen.”
“The tax reform legislation of
1978, backed by Carter, benefited
primarily the elite. The 75,000 tax
payers with incomes above 200,000
a year will receive annual benefits
averaging $13,691. The millions of
taxpayers earning between 15,000
and 20,000 will get a tax reduction
of $80. Tax deduction for lavish
meals — the ‘three martini lunch’
for corporate executives and lawyers
— attacked by candidate Carter
remain in the tax code. 3

“THE GREATEST
HANDOUT TO THE
RICH SINCE JOHN D.
ROCKEFELLER
FORMED HIS TRUST
AT THE END OF THE
19th CENTURY occurred

with the final passage of President
Carter’s energy bill. Since before
WWII the nation has been involved
in a struggle to achieve a measure
of control over the prices producers
charge for natural gas, which itself
furnishes a 3rd of the country’s
energy. Producers are, of course,
oil companies.
continued page 26
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The Berkeley Win a Kilo Contest
Dear Lenny,
I meant to write earlier but in Fundraising efforts on behalf of the
these times of rapid change, who Pot Initiative indicate that our sup
wants yesterday’s news? Just two port is coming from the little
days before my interview to seek people —the decent and concerned
unem ploym ent (benefits), I was citizens prepared to pay $1.00 for a
raffle ticket. First prize is a kilo of
called to the wall, again.
I am managing Eugene ” Gus” Columbian. If I were a candidate, I’d
Newport’s campaign for Mayor of rather win the raffle than the
Berkeley. Gus heads a slate of election!
The opposition slate is headed by a
progressive candidates put forth by
Berkeley Citizens’ Action. The slate two-term incumbent named Warren
icludes city council, auditor and Widener. He is seeking an unpre
cedented third term. Remember
school board candidates.
We also wrote and support two what happened last time a politician
initiatives (Props. A and B) requiring asked for “ four more years?”
Widener is a Republican symp and
city government to withdraw public
funds from banks doing business we are reluctant Democrats. He is
with South Africa. These are assured supported by real estate interests,
of winning and where we’ll put city banks, railroads and out-of-town
doctors. Being a pawn of these
money then, only Marx knows.
Our third initiative proves that interests, he voted against the South
“ grassroots” really means some African Divestment Plan in the city
thing in Berkeley: Prop. C. calls for council and opposed the rent rebate
the decriminalization of marijuana. initiative sponsored by BCA last

November. Renter rebates passed by
78% in Berkeley.
Running seven candidates and
three propositions for the price of
one is a bizarre business. Our votes
must be mobilized by labor while
theirs can be had with capital. Our
campaign is very dependent upon
1 am enclosing a few raffle tickets.
the efforts of a ocuple of hundred
progressive activists in Berkeley. I think of them as dope futures in the
Working with these people is a great len s commodity market. They are
experience. There is all the warmth collector’s items as well.
And so, Lenny, I am having a
of an intentional community and a
wonderful time and wish you were
wealth of expertise and resources.
We are greatly aided by the here. We really must encourage Joe
venality of the opposition, of course. Uris to run for Mayor of the Gray
Because this is a heads up race Rose. Then I could pack up my
between two black candidates, black carpet bag and come home for a
voters finally have an opportunity to couple of months.
make a genuine choice and many,
Love and Kisses,
many people are fed up with the
Shelley.
present administration.

Ellen Willis

A Dictionary For The Eighties
As the ‘70s draw to a close, it is
painfully obvious that militant critics of
our society have fallen on hard times.
Young, eager, and sexy only a decade
ago, they have aged badly. By .now the
lease perceptive of them have realized
that radical if no longer chic; where once
crowds of people hung on their every
word, now the same words are almost
certain to elicit an uncomfortable silence,
a tactful change of subject, or an outright
sneer. But most radicals have not yet
caught on that “the same words’’ are
actually at the root of their problem. In
keeping with a general tendency to cling
to the manners and mores of their beloved
‘60s (radicals are a conservative lot), they
have failed to master the subtleties of
contemporary discourse. It’s impossible
for people to communicate if they don’t
speak the same language. And so, for
those who would rather not spend the ‘80s
standing alone in a comer muttering ‘‘The
country is swinging to the right!’’ I’ve
compiled a basic vocabulary.

dogma: a political belief one is un
reasonably committed to, such as the
notion that freedom is good and slavery is
bad.
bias: predilection for a particular dogma.
For example, the feminist bias is that
women are equal to men and the male
chauvinist bias is that women are inferior.
The unbiased view is that the truth lies
somewhere in between.
ideology: a body of dogma, usually based
on the stubborn belief that some social
injustice exists and ought to be corrected.
Not to be confused with “ ideas,’’ which
are commonsense propositions like “The
truth lies somewhere in between,’’ and
“Life is unfair.”
ideological fanatic: a compulsive purveyor
of ideology. In particular, one who can’t
resist bringing up pet dogmas at awkward
or inappropriate moments, such as during
a sensible discussion of more important
issues, or at a social gathering where
someone has unwittingly offended the
fanatic’s beliefs (see supersensitive, be
16

low). The term is often applied to women
who drag feminism into everything, as
when they make a fuss because some
terrific populist politician thinks abortion
is murder. Also used of people who make
themselves into terrible bores by repeat
edly criticizing the same social evil,
simply because nothing has been done
about it.
party line: an opinion shared by three or
more ideological fanatics.
independent thinkers: people who refuse
to do the easy thing, the popular thing,
who boldly repudiate party lines. For
example, women who declare that it’s
okay to be a sex object again; straight
liberals who confess that the scene on
Christopher Street makes them sick.

shrill: female
paranoid: Jewish
Zionist: paranoid
crank: see ideological fanatic. Also super
sensitive.
oppression: the endless abuses committed
by ideological fanatics—especially pushy
blacks, women, Jews, and homosexuals—
against long-suffering regular people.
Oppressors have often been known to
corner their victims at dinner parties and
subject them to Stalinist harangues.
Another common form of oppression
consists of asking the victim tactless
personal questions, such as “ Do you
share child care with your wife?”
survivor: a white middle-class person who
manages to function despite recurrent
nightmares about being chased by giant
black lesbians with pitchforks.
decadent: preoccupied with insignificant
matters of Lifestyle, such as one’s need
for a satisfying sexual relationship; frivo
lous. (It caries no imputation-of decadence
if you are frivolous about rape, big
breasts, or sex with little girls.)
narcissist(thanks to Tom Wolfe, this
clinical term is beginning to be sup
planted by the more colorful ‘‘child of the
me decade” ): one who selfishly pursues
personal freedom and pleasure instead of
buckling down to the grim but necessary
duties of a mature adult. Specifically,
anyone who gets a divorce, has an
abortion, sleeps with someone of the same
sex, lives alone, lives with a lover with no
intention of getting married, leaves a
moribund relationship for a vital one, or is
reluctant to have children (unless there is
a good reason for the reluctance, such as
having had a hysterectomy). Also, a
woman who thinks it’s important that she
have orgasms, complains about being
cooped up at home with her kids, insists
that even middle-class women have
problems, or believes that freeing women
is more important than strengthening the
family. Contradictory as it may seem,
many narcissists are also ideological
fanatics.

Stalinist: formerly, a disciple of or
apologist for Soviet dictator and mass
murderer Joseph Stalin. In current usage,
a particularly abrasive ideological fanatic.
One who hews to the party line and
accuses independent thinkers of telling
the people in power what they want to
hear. Stalinists can never get it through
their heads that a person can be
sympathetic to their cause without being
an ideological fanatic; a typical Stalinist
trick is to insinuate that such people are
not as sympathetic as they pretend. For
instance, Stalinists invariably get their
backs up when male friends of the
women’s movement refer to Bella Abzug
as “that loudmouthed bitch.” (cf. popular
‘60s epithet, “ fascist” )
humorless: what you are if you do not find
the following subjects funny: rape, big
breasts, sex with little girls. It carries no
imputation of humorlessness if you do not
find the following subjects funny: im
potence, castration, vaginas with teeth,
supersensitive: in the habit of hearing
insult and bigotry where none is intended.
Jews are traditionally the worst offenders,
being inclined to take constructive criti
cism like “ Pale-faced Jew-boy, I wish you
were dead” as evidence of anti-Semitism.
The especially supersensitive may even
react angrily to compliments, such as “I
prefer liberated women, they’re better Reprinted by permission of Ellen Willis
Village Voice © Village Voice. 1979
fucks.”

JUICTG(W
Vicious Rumor Department: We’ve all hears the stories go
ing round about the staff at a certain state mental hospital
having sexual relations with patients. So far no one is talking.
Vic Atiyeh is having the matter looked into (you should
pardon the expression).
But the press so far seems unaware of the next big
sexploitation scandal brewing. Seems a certain highly paid
professional man, employed by a privately run but statefinanced vocational rehabilitation center is having it on with
retarded women in his control. Oh yes, he does the dirty deed
in a van.
Not that there is anything new in all of this. We can re
member back in the early ’60’s when two aides at the U or O
Medical School psychiatric ward were in trouble for the same
sort of thing. But that one went unpublicized.
A Chink in Atiyeh’s Armor Department: Just because Vic
appeared in a skit at the Dorchester Republican blast as
Ayotollah Atiyeh doesn’t make him anti-Muslim.
And just because one of the characters in the skit was
called Kareem Abdul Johnson doesn’t mean the Republican
leadership thinks Black people are funny in their search for
their heritage.
And just because one of the cast was called Chow Cow
Dung doesn’t mean that Vic and the boys are willing to insult
a potential trade partner worth millions to Oregon. Oh, no!
The boys are just having fun. After all, as Vic would, we are
sure, be the first to point out, Amos and Andy were fine
folks.
Remarkable Coincidence Department: Remember the Ice
Storm this winter? Remember how glad you were when the
power came on at last? Remember the self-congratulatory 12page PR piece Pacific Power and Light put out right after the
storm? Remember how it kept emphasizing how a public
power system could never have done the job as fast or as
well? Well, now they want a 13.6% rate increase. I guess
someone has to pay for the nice literature.
Potential Disaster Of The Year Department: So far the Port
land Public Schools have been able to downplay the rampant
racism seen at school sports events. This school year has
seen White attacks on Black kids on at least three occasions.
Twice the mobs of angry Whites, both kids and adults,
from Roosevelt High, have attacked predominantly Black
groups of supporters and teams from other parts of the city.
The victims were from Adams and Jeff.
Now it turns out that the White rage is also causing trouble
at the grade school level. A Laurelhurst-Irvington girls’
basketball game ended with the White Laurelhurst coach re
portedly hitting a Black Irvington girl. When the schools rep
rimanded the coach (a teenager), some Laurelhurst parents
were angry. They wanted both coaches punished equally
despite the fact that the Irvington coach wasn’t even at the
incident in question. Seems the folks at Laurelhurst have
some funny ideas of justice and think that the schools favor
Blacks.
And if that doesn’t amuse you, think of the excitement all
these bad vibes will generate when the kids of Laurelhurst
attend middle school with the Irvington kids in sixth grade.
Oh well, the school board has assured us that there is no
racial problem to speak of in Portland. Still, it does seem that
contact between various ethnic groups does reflect a certain,
how shall we put it, fear born of ignorance. . .
Piecing Together The News Department: While theOregonian and Journal have announced the resignation of Public
Utilities Commissioner Charles Davis, they somehow have
either ignored or downplayed what has to be a major factor in
Charley’s leaving. Last November, voters passed Proposition
#9 which is supposed to prevent utilities from charging rates
based on plants still under construction or being planned for
future use. Davis has allowed the electric companies to
charge us rates based on cost figures that include the exclu
ded facilities. In other words, Davis refused to enforce the
law as passed by a vote of the people. “ Sue,” has been his
reply to critics.
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K- x xr x- . Q: Where are those firebrands of
Q: What is the famous First N a t i o n a l ^
S tokely C a r m i c h a e i a n d
h e a F d S° m U C h H R a P B r ° W n ? J ° h n B r ° W n ’ H a r P '
’
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A: The architect of that structure e r S R e r r y ’ Virginia.
claimed that “ Portland now has A: Mr. Carmichael lives in a seaside
something man made to rival Mt. home at Conakry, Guinea, where he
Hood.
heads a political movement called
the All-African People’s Revolution
ary Party. He attends all functions of
Q: Has Donnie Osmond ever sinned? the U.S. embassy at their invitation
Brigham, Ogden, Utah.
inspite of the fact that the Internal
A: Once in a rare moment of Revenue Service has tax liens out
frustration he took a free drink out of against Stokely and his separated
the pop machine —after a sleepless wife, the folk singer Miriam Make
night in purgatory Donnie returned ba. Rap has found Allah after his
the next day and deposited his rumored castration during surgery
quarter.
after a shootout with NY Police while
attempting to rob a bar. Now he runs
a corner grocery store in Atlanta’s
Q: The most outrageous story I’ve black West End section, and uses the
ever heard is that after the Los monicker Jamil Abdullah al-Amin.
Angeles Rams leave Los Angeles the
city is planning gladiator clashes to Q: Is it true that Pacific Northwest
help pay the Coliseum rent. Is there Bell’s Seattle office is known as the
any truth to that? J. Ceasar, Rome, Scrooge of the Northwest? Why is
New York.
this?
A: A vicious rumor only topped by A: Pacific Northwest Bell, last Xmas,
the true story of an attempt by a put out ads urging kids to call Santa
Michigan promoter to have live at the North Pole. The number they
shark-man battles to the death in gave was long distance, clear across
Detroit’s Cobo Hall.
the country to New York.
X L

Q’s & A ’s
Q: Who kidnapped Jimmy Hoffa? F.
Fitzsimmons, Grosse Point, Mich.
A: Contrary to speculation that it was
an inside job—Jimmy is actually
hiding out in Breaker Breaker Land
where he is secretly shooting an NBC
pilot that the network is hoping will
return them to there throne as the #1
station.

Q: Which team will Bill Walton sign
for next year and for how much? K.
Jabbar, Los Angeles, Calif.
A: It turns out that Bill’s recent eagle
sighting trip to the Philippines was
mostly to sign a contract with the
Manila M aulers for the *79-‘8O
season. While dollar amounts were
not disclosed, Bill was given his own
island and a fresh juice plant.

Q: How much is 7-UP spending for
there new America’s Turning 7UP ad
campaign. Dr. Pepper, White Rock,
Tenn.
A: 7UP was recently purchased by
Philip Morris who plan to spend 40
million bucks in advertising to try
and make 7UP #1. Dallas Cowboy
running back Tony Dorsett and
Boston Red Sox slugger Jim Rice will
get part of this wad to try and stress
7UP’s connection with an active life
style.

Q: Is it true that three people have
been murdered in theaters showing
“ The Warriors?" J. Ripper, New
London, Conn.
A: Three killings have been linked to
showings of “The Warriors” during
the first week of its release. An 18
year old was stabbed to death during
a rumble in the Esplanade Theatre in
Oxnard, California. In Palm Springs,
a 19-year-old Hells Angel was shot in
the head at the snack bar of the
drive-in where the film was playing.
Q: Did recently deceased punker Sid And in Boston, a 16 year old was
Vicious ever win any musical a- killed with a hunting knife by
wards?
assailants who had just seen the
A: No but he was the winner of a poll movie.
conducted by England’s New Musi
cal Express as the World’s Most
Wonderful Human Being.
Q: Is it true that there is a memorial
coin of Millard Fillmore?
A: Yes, a man in Kansas sold
aluminum coins bearing Fillmore’s
likeness. All his deeds are listed on
the back.
Q: How much did “ Look
Magazine’’ pay for the exclusive
photographs of Patricia H earst’s
wedding? Is it true that Burns
Brothers Security is catering the
affair. Rosebud K ane—Zanidu,
Calif.
A: Look paid $50,000 for the ex
clusive rights and Security Logistics
Assistance are the caterers.
Q: Can Rapists be cured medically?
A: You bet! Just shoot them up with
a hormone called anti-androgen. It
brings their sex drive down to
pre-puberty levels, the poor things.

Q: How much did that party Yves
Saint Laurant gave to peddle his
$100-an-ounce perfum e cost and
exactly what is in the perfume?
A: The party cost $250,000 and
according to Charles Vitaco of American Standards Testing Bureau,
Inc. Opium consists of 71 per cent
ethyl alcohol and water-standard
proportions for all perfumes; 10 to 15
percent clove oil extracts: some
artificial jasmine and benzoin, a
fixative plus vetever, myrrh, sandelwood, benjamin, pepper, coriander
and opopanax in tiny tiny amounts.
By the way there are rumors of at
least 10% of the party cost going for
coke and Columbian.

Q: What was the real reason for
Gerald Ford’s trip to the Middle
East? Horace Greely, Pike’s Peak,
Colorado.
A: To get to the other side.
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Coal Country News Unions
Fight For Life

by Robert Friedman
A green Dodge van with silvered
windows, its engine running, is
parked in an alleyway next to the
four-story building that houses the
Wilkes-Barre Times-Leader. A tenfoot, chain-link fence topped with
barbed wire separates the driveway
from an adjacent parking lot. Two
television cameras mounted on one
comer of the building noiselessly
swivel in 180-degree arcs. Uni
formed guards patrol the roof and
cluster in the driveway as a dozen
men and women file out of the
building and disappear into the van.
The driver of the unmarked vehicle
locks his door and slowly heads
toward the back gate. Suddenly he
accelerates. Three men with card
board “ On Strike’’ signs jump out of
the way. The van makes a sharp
right turn, wheels screeching, and is
gone.
Employees of the Times-Leader do
not normally leave work this way. A
few months ago, there were no
fences, no television cameras, no
uniformed guards, no vans with
silvered windows —and no picket
signs. But since the paper was
bought last May by an out-of-town
media conglomerate, Capital Cities
Communications, this northeastern
Pennsylvania city has become a
battleground in a labor war. Not
since H urricane Agnes swept
through Wilkes-Barre in 1972, turn
ing Main Street into a torrential
river, has the newspaper business
here suffered so much. Then, a
basement full of soggy newsprint
heaved through the ground floor of
the Times-Leader building, causing
$750,000 in damages. Today, a bitter
strike has not only resulted in
physical damage—broken windows,
18

vandalized trucks, and injured pick
ets—but threatens to sink the paper
altogether.
Like Hurricane Agnes, the news
paper storm raging in Wilkes-Barre
had its origins elsew here. Two
fronts — in this case, a New York
based newspaper chain determined
to break what is saw as a stran
glehold by unions and a national un
ion determined to prevent further
erosion of its power—happened to
collide in Wilkes-Barre. But the
same winds prevail across the entire
country: newspaper owners are be
coming more forceful at the bargain
ing table, and unions are finding it
increasingly difficult to withstand
the onslaught. Where once unions
did the demanding and publishers
the acquiescing, now givebacks,
manning reductions, and job buyouts
are on every owner’s agenda.
Capital Cities made its intentions
knows shortly after taking posses
sion of the Times Leader. Contracts
with all four unions—the Newspaper
Guild, Printing Pressmen, Stereoty
pers and Electrotypers, and Typo
graphical Union—were due to expire
at the end of September, and the
company said it wanted concessions
on everything from sick-leave bene
fits to overtime pay to job-security
guarantees. There was also talk of
buying out some forty production
jobs for two million dollars. As
Richard Connor, chief operating
officer of the Times-Leader, puts it:
“ We didn’t negotiate the old con
tract, and we’re not going to live by
it. If you buy a house and you don’t
like the wallpaper, you change the
wallpaper.’’
The unions, of course, did not
consider their contracts old wallpa
per to be changed according to a new

owner’s preference for another pat
tern. This was their house, too, and
each clause was a fixture they had
purchased at considerable expense.'
As employees watched the fence
going up over the summer and
learned that Capital Cities had
forced a strike last year at another
newspaper it owns, they grew apprehensize. “ Morale plummeted,” says
Paul Golias, a reporter at the TimesLeader for thirteen years and now
secretary of the Council of Newspa
per Unions, formed by the four
striking locals. “ Working conditions
became unbearable as it became
clear that Capital Cities was heading
for a confrontation. ’’
By m id-Septem ber, a strike
seemed inevitable. Negotiations
were stalled: the unions said they
wouldn’t settle for anything less than
a renewal of the existing contracts
and a 7 percent raise; the company
said it had money to spend on raises
but wouldn’t retreat on its demands
to ease work rules and benefits.
Union leaders, believing Capital
Cities was out to destroy them,
began preparing for a strike. Repre
sentatives from the international un
ions arrived in Wilkes-Barre, latenight meetings were held in local
bars, and plans were made to
publish a daily strike paper. Com
pany officials, believing that the un
ions wouldn’t accept their terms,
moved inexorably toward a show
down. Employees from other Capital
Cities papers were brought to Wilkes
-Barre to familiarize them with oper
ations at the Times-Leader, and
dozens of W ackenhut security
guards were stationed throughout
the building, reportedly following
union members, in some instances,
into bathrooms.

Two days before the contracts
expired, union members voted by se
cret ballot to authorize a strike if a
settlement could not be reached. The
The vote was 185-5. “ We told the
rank and file it was probably going to
be a lengthy strike,” recalls James
Occutt, international representative
of the Newspaper Guild. “ Maybe as
long as a year.” On Friday, October
6 after the collapse of negotiations
the previous evening, 205 TimesLeader employees (out of 225) left
their typew riters, cam eras, and
presses, and took up picket sings
outside the building. Within min
utes, the ground-floor windows and
front door were plastered with yellow
stickers saying “ Cap Cities Go
Home.”
The strike which shut down the
70,000 circulation Times-Leader for
five days, erupted into frequent
violence, and, after six weeks, was'
no closer to settlement than when it
began—marks a bitter transition in
Wilkes-Barre between two eras of
the newspaper business.
When the city’s three, competing,
daily newspapers merged in 1939
after a 175-day strike, the families
that owned them were joining a
trend toward monopolization in the
industry that would soon make all
but a handful of American cities
one-ownership towns. (In 1920, some
700 cities in the United Stated had
competing papers; today fewer than
fifty are left with competing dailies.)
Monopoly was, among other things,
a cushion against trade unionism,
protecting the owners’ assets, while
allowing them to absorb the financial
impact of their employees’ demands.
The company never made enough
money to buy air conditioning for the
newsroom or to pay the overtime
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necessary to send a reporter to cover
the local college football games. But
everyone seemed happy with the
arrangement. The owners paid their
country-club dues, employees paid
their union dues, and no one
complained that the price of monopo
ly, in Wilkes-Barre at least, was
mediocrity.
When the second generation of
Times-Leader owners sold their mo
nopoly to Capital Cities for a
reported $10.5 million last May, they
were being overtaken by another
trend —this one toward chain owner
ship. Today, chains own 60 percent
of the daily newspapers in the
country and account for more than 70
percent of daily newspaper circula
tion. As monopoly was a more
profitable way of doing business
than competition, so chain owner
ship has proved to be an even more
efficient system for wringing profit
from newsprint. With the capital
resources to provide the most mod
ern technology, the muscle to wres
tle labor unions, and a homogenous
news product that, like fast food, is
convenient and well packaged, news
paper chains make family ownership
—even in monopoly towns—look like
a primitive form of capitalism.
Capital Cities is a newcomer to the
newspaper business (it acquired its
first daily in 1969) and a relatively
small chain by current standards (it
owns only six daily papers). But it is
one of the fastest growing media
corporations in the country. The
graphs in its annual report, with
their steeply ascending bars, tell the
corporate story: in the past ten
years, annual revenues have grown
from $72 million to $306 million, and
profits have climbed from $9 million
to $43 million a year. In 1976,

according to a report in Barron’s, its
profit margin was the highest of any
publicly owned newspaper group.
The company was founded in
1954, when a group of investors,
including Lowell Thomas, bought a
near-bankrupt television station in
Albany, New York. Today, Capital
Cities owns six television stations
(including outlets in Philadelphia,
Houston, and Buffalo) thirteen radio
stations, twelve trade publications
(Women’s Wear Daily, Daily News
Record, W, and nine other Fairchild
papers) six medical magazines, and
six daily newspapers. (The papers
are The Kansas City Star and The
Kansas City Times, purchased in
1977; the Fort Worth Star-Telegram;
the News-Democrat in Belleville,
Illinois; The Oakland Press in Ponti
ac, Michigan; and the Wilkes-Barre
Times-Leader. A bid to buy the
Hartford Courant for $70 million was
rejected by that paper’s stockholders
in November of 1978.
Like most newspaper chains, Capi
tal Cities rationalizes the loss of local
autonomy by claiming that is super
ior resources and higher professional
standards enable it to improve the
quality of the papers it buys. “ Let’s
face it,” says company president
Daniel Burke, “ most family-owned
newspapers are quite bad. The idea
that a family can run a good paper is
about as statistically sound as the
notion that the fourth or fifth
generation of a royal family can still
provide effective leadership.”
The Wilkes-Barre Times-Leader,
as viewed from corporate head
quarters on Madison Avenue, was
proof of Burke’s law. “ I saw a copy
of the paper two days after we
bought it,” says Richard Connor,
“ and I said, ‘That’s a lousy news
p a p e r.’ The reporting was not

aggressive, their approach to display
of news was outdated, and there was
a lack of sophistication at every
level.”
If Capital Cities has the sophis
tication to publish a better paper in
Wilkes-Barre, it hasn’t yet become
evident. Before the strike began, the
logo was enlarged, the format was
changed from eight columns to six,
photographs were used more fre
quently, and a new editor from
Fairchild’s Footwear News stepped
in. Despite these cosmetic changes,
the quality of the paper was
unaffected. Almost all front-page
stories, both before and after the
takeover, were Associated Press dis
patches. Aggressive reporting re
mained in short supply for a city
where indicted Congressman Daniel
Flood is a folk hero and there is no
shortage of homegrown scandal.
After four months of Capital Cities
ownership, the Times-Leader was
essentially the same unsophisticated
paper — a medium for funeral
notices, bowling scores, and super
market ads.
One reason the new owners may
have accomplished so little during
this time was that they were
preoccupied with developing a labor
strategy. In their eyes, union
featherbedding was the biggest
obstacle to editorial and financial
progress in Wilkes-Barre. Not only
did existing work rules sap the
company’s profits, Connor claims,
but they encouraged unprofessional
practices. Among these, he says,
were nepotism and a blurring of lines
between editorial and business
functions, brought about by the
practice of paying some reporters
commissions for selling advertising
on the side.
“ There isn’t another contract like
this in the co untry,” Connor
exclaims, waving the little, forty

eight-page, beige booklet with the
words “ Guild Contract” on its cover.
He ticks off management’s griev
ances: unlimited sick leave, inflex
ible and costly overtime rules, the
inability to hire or transfer em
ployees without union approval,
mandatory severance pay regardless
of the cause for dismissal, and the
financing of employees’ cars. By
agreeing to the terms of the contract,
Connor says, the old owners gave
away control of their paper to the
unions. Capital Cities wanted it
back. “ Certain rights inure to the
fundamental concept of entrepren
eurial control,” the company stated
somewhat infelicitously in a position
paper released November 1, “ and
we feel that recognition of this fact is
necessary and proper.”
Union leaders dispute Connor’s
contention that the Wilkes-Barre
contract is the best in the country
and argue that similar work rules are
in effect at many other newspapers.
Some benefits, they agree, are
excellent, but these were often
obtained at the expense of wage
increases. Under the expired con
tract, the minimum pay for reporters
at the Times-Leader ranged from
$241 to $369.75 a week. This is
almost exactly in line with the
average salaries of Guild reporters
nationwide and far below the top
minimum pay of $560.50 a week.
While all new spaper owners
dream of non-union shops, Capital
Cities has made it a corporate policy
to act out its fantasies. Most of the
papers it has acquired — in Kansas
City, Fort Worth, and Belleville —
have no Guild chapters at all, and
m anagem ent is free to dictate
conditions of employment as it sees
fit. At The Oakland Press, where
there had been a Guild chapter for
many years, Capital Cities provoked
Continued on next page
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a strike last December. After
eighteen months of fruitless negoti
ations, involving many of the same
issues at stake in Wilkes-Barre, the
company unilaterally announced that
the old contract was no longer in
effect and posted new work rules.
Some forty Guild members and
pressmen walked off the job. They
have not yet returned. The Michigan
paper has continued to publish, at
first recruiting employees from other
Capital Cities papers and eventually
hiring permanent replacements. Two
other craft unions refused to support
the strike, and a boycott of the paper
proved ineffective. Today, there is
no Guild or pressmen’s union in
Pontiac, and, unless a complaint
recently filed against the company
by the National Labor Relations
Board is upheld in the courts — a
process that may take years — it is
likely to remain that way.
Perhaps encouraged by its success
in Michigan, Capital Cities decided
to assert its “ management rights” in
Wilkes-Barre — even if it meant a
showdown with the unions. As
company president Burke says,
“ There’s no doubt a strike harms the
franchise, but accepting the con
ditions that prevailed in WilkesBarre would have harmed it even
more.”
Capital Cities may have figured
wrong. Wilkes-Barre, with a history
of union militance running through it
like a vein of anthracite, was
different from suburban Detroit. The
city literally was built on coal.
Though today there are fewer than
5,000 mining jobs left in surrounding
Luzerne County, memories of the
days when 67,000 men worked in the
anthracite fields are still strong. By
bringing more than half a billion
dollars in black-lung benefits for
disabled miners into the district,
Daniel Flood has assured himself a
Congressional seat in perpetuity.
(He is also Wilkes-Barre’s major
source of jobs, having single
handedly replaced the declining coal
industry with pork-barrel projects.)
The children and grandchildren of
coal m iners — many of whom
worked at the Times-Leader — were
brought up on stories about the
Molly Maguires hanged at nearby
Mauch Chunk one hundred years
ago; about the massacre of fifty
miners at Lattimer in 1897; about the
bloody battles with a private army
hired by the mine operators, known
as the Coal and Iron Police. Then, as
now, the issue was the pursuit of
profit masquerading as “manage
ment rights.” One account, written
in 1877 by a coal-company attorney,
sounds strikingly fam iliar: “ En
croachment after encroachment was
made upon the rights of the employ
er, until it came to be claimed that no
man should be employed and no man
discharged except as sanctioned by
the ‘Union.’ ”
One of the oldest newsroom locals
in the country, a chapter of the

International Typographical Union,
was founded in Wilkes-Barre in the
late 1800s. The Newspaper Guild got
an early foothold here when United
Mine Workers president John L.
Lewis threw his union’s support
behind a strike by new spaper
employees seeking Guild represen
tation in 1937. (According to Joe
Collis, president of the Guild local in
Wilkes-Barre at the time, Lewis
personally sat in on the negotiations
with the newspaper owners.) Since
then, there have been three Guild
strikes — the 175-day walkout in
1939, a 180-day shutdown in 1954,
and a shorter strike in 1974 — each
resulting in significant gains for the
union.
After a hum iliating defeat in
Pontiac, the national Guild was pre
pared to do battle with Capital Cities
in Wilkes-Barre. Holding the line —
every line in the contract — became
a matter of principle and survival for
the union. One company proposal,
for example, would have allowed
management to dismiss or discipline
employees for incompetence and
denied the union the right to submit
such cases to arbitration. “ If I ac
cepted that provision,” says Guild
representative Orcutt, “ I would have
to tell my members to quit. Why
should they pay dues to a union
which can’t afford them protection?”
To have weakened any of the bene
fits or work rules won over the past
forty years in Wilkes-Barre would
have been an embarrassing setback
for the national Guild, which has
been in disarray in recent years, and
today represents only an estimated
20 percent of its potential member
ship.
By all accounts, Capital Cities was
taken by surprise when the unions
struck on October 6 — not by the
walkout itself, but by the strikers’
militance, their solidarity, and the
support they engendered in the
community. “ We were knocked off
our feet,” says Richard Connor.
“ There’s no question about that.”
Guild representative Orcutt agrees.
“ When Capital Cities bought the
p a p e r,” he says, “ they were
probably told that the unions here
were apathetic, that they were at
each other’s throats, and that the
public believed unions were getting
too strong. To some extent, that
determination was accurate. What
they didn’t count on was that their
barbed wire and helmeted guards
would — like the attack on Pearl
Harbor — awaken a sleeping tiger. ’’
During the first few days of the
strike, as union members tried to
shut down the Times-Leader and
company officials tried to keep
publishing, there were numerous
violent incidents. Wackenhut guards
sprayed picketers with fire hoses and
chemical fire extinguishers; compa
ny vehicles struck a number of union
members milling at the gates, in
cluding two men who said they were
hit when a car driven by TimesLeader publisher Bruce McIntyre
sped into a picket line (McIntyre,

who, like Connor, was brought in
from The Oakland Press, was briefly
detained by police, but no charges
were pressed); windows at the
newspaper building were smashed
and delivery trucks damaged; and a
police officer from a Pittsburgh
suburb, moonlighting for the TimesLeader while on vacation from his
regular job, allegedly pulled a gun
during a scuffle with striking em
ployees (a color photograph of the
guard, his face badly bruised in the
fight, lies on Connor’s desk, evi
dence, he says of union brutality).
By Monday, October 9, TimesLeader officials decided to suspend
publication. “ We were frightened,”
Connor recalls. “ Our building was
being attacked, our trucks were
being demolished, and we couldn’t
get any police protection.” The
paper did not reappear until the
company obtained a court order four
days later limiting the number of
pickets at each entrance. The order
also enjoined the company “ from
any acts of violence or threats of
sam e.”
The same day the Times-Leader
disappeared, the Council of News
paper Unions launched a daily strike
paper called the Citizens’ Voice. The
first issue, a twenty-four-page tab
loid, carried the headline, HUMAN
DIGNITY NEEDS SUPPORT. Within
days, the paper was claiming a
circulation of 50,000 and running
advertising from most of the re
tailers—including Sears and J.C.
Penney—who normally buy space in
the Times-Leader. (Many advertis
ers continued to appear exclusively
in the Citizens’ Voice, even after the
Times-Leader resumed publication,
though some, like Sears, advertised
in both.)
Published from a hastily puttogether office two doors away from
the Times-Leader, the C itizens’
Voice was designed to put economic
pressure on the company and to
arouse public support for the strike.
In addition to covering the usual
local news, it ran articles about two
W ackenhut guards charged with
raping a woman in a Wilkes-Barre
motel (that incident may have led the
company to replace the Wackenhuts
in early November with guards from
a local security agency) and letters
from readers who complained that
Capital Cities, as one writer put it,
“ had crept like a poison into our
community.”
W hen the Times-Leader reap 
peared October 14, Wilkes-Barre
was no longer a one-newspaper
town. The paper had lost its mono
poly on advertising, readers, and
carriers. Advertising was way down:
the November 7 issue, for example,
had only two pages of local advertis
ing, compared with a pre-strike
average of twenty, and one page of
classifieds instead of the usual five
or six. Circulation, 70,000 before the
strike, was also off. Company of
ficials placed it in the vicinity of
50,000, but one major advertiser said
it was closer to 30,000.

Reprinted by permission of Robert
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WE'VE EXPANDED!

CLOSED ON
L E O N A R D O D A V IN C I S
B IR T H D A Y

One reason the Times-Leader had
so much trouble with its circulation
was that it depended on some 1,100
boys and girls who home-deliver
more than 80 percent of the news
papers in Wilkes-Barre. The carriers
play the same critical role that
delivery-truck drivers do in large
cities. Many of them, either because
their supervisors were on strike or
because their parents were pro
union, refused to carry the TimesLeader and switched to the Citizens’
Voice; some went so far as to throw
bundles of the Times-Leader into the
Susquehanna River, which runs
through the city.
“ Are we hurting them?” James
Orcutt asks rhetorically, pacing around a small room at the Citizens’
Voice offices. The traffic in the
corridors is heavy: union members
returning from picket duty; reporters
rushing about trying to get out the
next issue of the strike paper;
messengers darting in with stories of
carriers being harassed by the
Times-Leader. On one wall is a
gallery of photographs—“ scabs”
entering and leaving the TimesLeader building. We’ve heard ru
mors that Capital Cities has any
where from $5 million to $20 million
to spend on this strike,” Orcutt says.
“ Well, they’re going to have to
spend every penny of it before
they’re through.”
A few doors up North Main Street,
Richard Connor sits in a barren,
third-floor office. The building is
almost deserted. A poster outside his
door says “We’re Doin’ It,” as if to
remind him that the Times-Leader
really is publishing. The footsteps of
a security guard on the setback
outside his window is another re
minder that these are not normal
times. Connor has all the earnest
ness of a municipal reformer bent on
rooting out political corruption. He
talks about one striking reporter
alleged to be a “ghost employee” of
a state senator, another who is said
to have sole “mentions”’ in the
Times-Leader for $50. He has only
been in Wilkes-Barre a few weeks,
but he speaks as if it were home:
“ We’re not going to let a bunch of
hoodlums and lawbreakers run us
out of a place where we can do a
goodjob.”
In his spacious office on Madison
Avenue, Capital Cities president
Daniel Burke puts his feet up on his
desk and talks about the WilkesBarre strike. “ We just got blown
away from a public-relations stand
point,” he says. “ But we’re going to
improve that paper—with or without
a settlement. Wilkes-Barre is our
town, too. We’re part of it now.” He
pauses. Then, in an unusually blunt
assertion of proprietary rights—even
for the president of a newspaper
chain—he adds, “ One way or another, we’re going to inflict a paper
on the community.’’
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Sometimes you just have to find
out the hard way. So you ignore
wiser words and touch the Poison
Ivy, get the Clap, be shot in Nam or
O.D. on Smack. For me it was Disco
Dancing.
Now, no one I know likes the
monotonous music or vapid move
ments of this latest commercial
craze. None of us have ever even
considered going to Studio 54. But
still there is some of the old ’60s
appeal in getting down and, as they
say, shaking your bootie; whatever
that is.
So dressed to beat the dress codes
(a 50’s throwback), I picked up a
fotog and “ the guide’ ’ . I wore my
Catlan Gable Rummage bright green
baggies with the sewn in seam, a
very red and shiny shirt and a white
sports coat. But no pink carnation.
No undershirt either, and it was cold.
The guide laughed. She said I
looked like Santa Claus in Civies. I
figured it was as close to the John
Revolta look as I could ever get. I
mean a white sports coat and open
shirt, right?
We figured we would do the clubs
a Favor. Give ’em some of the ol’
reportage routine. Free P.R. and so
on. Mainly get in for nothing.
First we went to Mildreds’ in the
Pythian. Mildreds’ is a very hush
hush place. They said they would let
us in but no fotos and no publicity
please. Mildreds’ is sort of ultimate
test of faith in the varieties of Human
Experience. Ten years ago the
Pythian was the psychedelic dance
spot. Strobes, stoned teeny boppers
in flashy outfits.
Today it’s the same spot, strobes,

stoned teeny boppers in flashy
outfits with one apparently big
difference. Mildreds’ crowd is most
ly though not entirely, gay. And
young. So they don’t want no
attention drawn to Mildreds’ . No
fundam entalist dem ented types
storming the doors or vice cops
busting chicken hawks.
The gay scene is still, it seems,
sort of on the defensive what with
EatafruitAnita B. and all screaming
around with pity and hate in her
eyes. There is still a closet but it is
much much bigger now.
Ran into some teen friends at
Mildreds,just women in fact. They go
there just to flash and dance, have
fun. At Mildreds’ they don’t get hit
on by horny heteros. They can relax
and really dance. They seemed
happy and, from mom and dad’s
point of view fairly safe in a fairy
kingdom. All the kids know of
Mildreds’ . It provides an important
social function. It appears well run
and a hell of a lot better a spot than
some outdoor meatrack. But, not
quite what we were seeking. Not
depraved enough. No sense of evil,
or even frenzy.
Next then to The Upstairs at the
Downstairs or vice versa. This is
Hetero country. Cruising m ales,
mostly straight couples. A. good
Black Disco band upstairs. Records
downstairs. Not very exciting. Just
right for Portland’s climate. We left
after one beer.
Thence to the Copper Penny Too.
This joint has whorehouse wall paper
and mirrors in its lobby. And a Five
Dollar
admit.
We
passed,
what was once called a wasted
evening. We tried my guide’s favor

ite spot, The Rafters on the second
floor of the Embers.
Here too they will let us in free,
but please, no pictures, no story; in
fact, no publicity.
“ Our clientel includes members of
the business community who would
be hurt’ ’ , explained Someone in
Charge.
Well now at last a grown up spot.
Men dancing with men. In tank tops,
in jeans, sweating in short hair cuts.
A few women dancing together. One
or two male-female couples. Lights
flashing, men, as they seem to do
whether gay or straight, cruising. All
fairly civilized. One couple dancing,
lightly hitting each other with their
fists and pantomiming some cock
sucking. No more gross than say the
action at the Earth. But very intense,
very real, very electric.
Along the rail some guys are
sharing poppers, coming alive sud
denly as the nitrate hits. Here there
is a sense of excitement not seen at
the other clubs. Here basic urges are
out in the open. Still, loneliness lurks
in the corners and in the eyes of the
watchers.
But where is the flash and glitter?
Where the Saturday Night Fever of
my dreams? I figured that I would be
left out. Not knowing the new
dances, having no knowledge of the
L.A. Hustle or Latin watchamacallit.
But the fact is, the dancing is the
same style done in Portland since the
Twist first separated partners.
One last chance, we decided. If
downtown disco is dull then we
would try out the suburbs. And so we
came at last to the ultimate Plastic
Phantastic Pleasure Palace of the
New Culture and its Beautiful devo
tees— EarthQuake Ethels’ .
Ethels’ is a mistake, but a big one

at least. Three small dance floors,
machine made dollar drinks. A real
imitation suburban Jersey roadhouse
of 1965, crossed irreparably with a
Vegas casino of the same year. Only
to be fair, with one hell of a lot of
moving red lights that spell things
and make designs and even some
strobes.
There is a big, big bouncer at the
de r in an orange blazer. Inside the
help is fetching drinks in orange
cocktail waitress outfits that are all
tail and tit, leg and lung. Like I say,
1965.
I figured out the meaning of the
dress code thing at Ethels, though. If
the disco is straight and expensive,
then men can’t wear jeans and
collarless shirts. If it is gay and also
expensive then the code doesn’t
exist. I don’t know if there is a disco
dealers association to enforce these
rules or whatever. But it does seem
to be a peattern. No riffraff at
Ethels’ , just nice dull straights;
usually with dates.
No one was dancing well at
E th els’ . Nothing interesting was
happening at Ethels’ . The music was
dull at Ethels’ . The conversations we
overheard were stupid at Ethels’ .
There was one interesting thing at
Ethels’ .
There was this big handsome
blond guy, maybe 7 feet tall, dancing
with this little women, maybe 4’5’ ’ .
They appeared to real good friends.
Both were reed pretty people and I
kept wondering; wondering how or
even if, you know. . . .
Next time, new better and more
exotic disco variants: Black Disco
and Black Rollerskate Disco. Per
haps, who knows, maybe even Black,
gay lefthanded roller skate outdoor
disco.
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by Nat Hentoff
The bass player was big. That
night, a pianist new to the band said
between sets, “ Getting on stand, I
brushed against his arm. Man, it’s
like a tree trunk.”
Mingus, before there was a note of
music, was also imposing because of
his reputation. A flayer of audiences,
it was said. Like the time at the
Vanguard when he was trying out
something new and much of the
22

audience turned off, preferring the
febrile chord changes of their own
conversations. Mingus had stopped
the music and, looming over the
room, said, “ If you think this is
weird, just take a look at your
selves.”
Actually, Mingus most often liked
to talk to, rather than at, those who
had come to hear him. Whatever was
on his mind had to be laid out.
Something racist in the news. A new
dumb pronouncement by some critic.

Or something he suddenly decided
ought to be said about the music.
That night, Fats Navarro and Bird
came into his head. “ They were
talking when they played,” Mingus
looked into the room. “ They were
telling stories about their lives. And
that’s what we do. You see, we
represent a long line of facts. ’ ’
In elementary school, there was a
teacher whose way of getting Min
gus’s attention was to shout, “ Come
i here, you yellow nigger.” The other

teachers simply thought he was
dumb. They could tell just by looking
at him. And indeed, he was not
learning much. It was decided to
send the child to a dumb school, as
he later described it. M ingus’s
father, light-skinned and scornful of
the intelligence of most whites, came
to instruct the principal. Perhaps,
the principal then decided, he ought
to look at the boy’s IQ scores before
banishing young Mingus. At home,
the father told his son the results.

“ There was no way you
could jive him. You had to
forget all your defenses.”
“ Even by a white man's standards,
you’re supposed to be a genius. ’ ’
So Mingus stayed, though none of
the teachers was ever persuaded that
he was a genius.
A few months before his death,
Mingus was talking about being
educated. It was in his airy, com
fortable apartment in Manhattan
Plaza on Tenth Avenue, looking over
the Hudson River and also providing
a long, clear view uptown. Without
crowding, the living room accom
modated four basses, recording equipment, a high fidelity rig, a
piano, a sofa that looked as if it had
been made out of a tree trunk,
various tables, chairs, and a wine
rack. A magnum of Scotch was
nearby, but we were drinking wine.
That is, the glass of wine had to be
brought to Charles’s lips. In his
wheelchair, he could no longer move
his hands, either.
Mingus was in good spirits, as he
was much of the time until the heart
attack last January prevented amyo
trophic lateral sclerosis from finish
ing him. Suddenly though, he be
came rather wistful. “ I wish,” he
said, “ I had been bom to have good
school teachers who understood the
personalities of children. Then I
would have gotten a good funda
mental education on which I could
have based my natural talents. If I’d
had that, and kept the same person
ality, then nothing could have stood
in my way.”
I asked him what more he might
have accomplished with that kind of
start. M ingus finally grinned,
“ Well, I’d be in the bass section of
the Boston Pops, with no name. ’ ’
His eyes still savoring the twist,
Mingus told of a conversation years
before with Mercer Ellington. “ He
was saying he was better than Duke,
that he learned 20 years ago at
Juilliard how to do what Duke does.
‘My father isn’t doing nothing new,’
is what he said. ‘I got some things
that’ll really upset him.’ ”
“ What did you say?” I asked
Mingus.
He smiled. “ I just nodded my
head.”
In his notes to Let My Children
Hear Music, Mingus told of having
to wait 30 years to get a piece
recorded because it had been too
“ advanced” for so long. “ Had I
been bom white,” he wrote, “ I am
sure I would have expressed my
ideas long ago. (But) maybe they
wouldn’t have been as good, because
when people are bom free...the
struggle and initiative are not as
strong as they are for a person who
has to struggle and therefore has
more to say.”
I knew him for nearly 30 years,
and I always looked forward to
seeing him. He was so open, so
utterly without guile, so direct and
yet so warm and often so playful that
he was literally disarming. “ There
was no way you could jive him,” one
musician said. “ You had to forget all
your defenses when you were with
him.because they wouldn ’t work.’ ’
Mingus made you honest, at least
so long as you were with him. And he
made you think. He had the kind of
mind that never stopped analyzing—
politics, the economics of the music
business, the roots of so-called
avant-garde music, parenting, and
especially why people do what they
do, no matter what they say moti
vated them.
For instance, this is a story
Mingus told me about the Birdland

era of jazz:
“ I was driving to work with Lennie
Tristano and two black musicians.
Lennie asked why we objected to
being called ‘niggers.’ ‘Hell,’ he
said, ‘you use it among yourselves
all the time.’ The way he asked
showed he was just bugging us. He
knew. He kept it up and everybody
was getting pretty tense. Now this
was a guy I really loved, and
especially at that time. But this was
too much. I finally tole him: ‘You
keep this up and when we get to the
gig, I’m going to turn off all the
lights and kick your ass. ’
“ Lenny laughed, kind of. Then he
was silent for a while, and finally told
us about something that had hap
pened to him at Birdland a few
nights before. Woody Herman,
who’s supposed to be a very nice guy
and a funny one, came over to
Lennie. He asked Tristano if he
were really blind. ‘Y es,’ Lennie said,
‘ I can ’t see an yth in g.’ Woody
wouldn’t let up. He kept passing his
hand over Lennie’s eyes. ‘Can’t you
see something?’ ‘No, I can’t. I told
you I can’t .’ ‘Good,’ said Woody.
‘Good, you motherfucker, I’m glad
you can’t see!’ ”
“ The car got very still,” Mingus
recalled. “ The other guys were
shocked at such wanton cruelty. But
I knew Lennie; I knew how destruct
ive he could be. And I asked him,
‘But what did you do to get that guy
so hurt and angry?’ It tore Lennie
up. It was the first time I’d ever seen
him tremble.”
Sometimes, Mingus didn’t have to
use words—or music—to make his
feelings penetratingly clear. “ It was
at a concert in Europe, ’ ’ Mingus said
to me last spring. “ Dizzy was on
stand. I was some distance away. His
back was turned, and I was looking
at him, thinking how important he
was and how I hoped he’d live
forever. Suddenly Dizzy turned around and said, ‘Where’s all this
love coming from?’ He looked at me.
‘You really do love me, don’t you? I
felt like I was in heaven. ’
Mingus was very fond of that
story.
The phone used to ring, and there
would be no voice at the other end.
Instead, sometimes a piece I’d never
heard before being played on the
piano. Or the sound of a combo, and
even, on occasion, a full orchestra.
After a few minutes, Mingus would
come on. “ What’d you think?”
He was really less interested in my
opinion than in explaining his new
inventions. As Mingus said, he
never repeated himself. Each piece
was a new leap into possibility. But
then, after showing me how the lines
intertwined this time, Mingus would
often say, “ What counts is what
stays in your head after you hear it. ”
Feeling. Mingus had no use for
music without plenty of emotion. But
it also had to cohere. And it had to be
original, with the caveat that “ there
can be originality in stupidity.” At
bottom, of course, it had to be real.
“ Art,” Mingus said, “ is beauti
ful, ugly, horrible, smelly, faggoty,
carefree. You should have all that in
it. And on ballads, I like people
crying in their music. Like Freddie
Webster and ‘Lockjaw’ Davis. I cry
on ballads. I put in all the pain I’ve
ever seen in my life. Another thing a
player has to do is make you think
that whatever he’s playing he’s
doing it for the first time. That’s
what Bird did. And Ben Webster,
especially on ballads.”

As a leader, Mingus made his
credo clear, sometimes belligerently
so, to his sidem en. Pianist Sy
Johnson, for instance, remembers
how Mingus, during a set, would
roar, like a volcano: “ Respect the
melody! Play in tune!” And a
sideman who fell back on stale licks
would see Mingus turn into a
veritable Medusa before his frozen
eyes.
Like Pierre Boulez, Mingus heard
everything. And he could hear
ahead. Toward the end of his playing
life, Mingus told me, “ A guy came
into the club and wanted to sit in
with my band on tenor. Man, he
couldn’t play nothin’ . He didn’t
know the tunes, he didn’t know the
chords.” But Mingus heard some
thing rattling around inside the
musician’s rampant incompetence,
and he told the apprentice to play all
by himself.
Mingus and his sidemen left the
bandstand, and the newcomer dove
into a series of his own compositions.
“ There were long lines,” Mingus
recalled with pleasure, “ and he was
cutting my own tenor saxophonist in
terms of what he could do on the
horn. I told him to go home and
study, and I told him what to study.
‘Learn how to read; learn more about
your horn. But don’t study any
composition. You’ve got an ear and a
sould for composition, and that’s
something nobody can teach you. ’ ’ ’
If somebody tried to teach you
that, you might wind up in the
Boston Pops, with no name.
Next week: more forms of Mingus,
including a waking nightmare in
Birdland with the falling Bird him
self, and Bud Powell.
Thinking on Mingus, I remember
another musician who cast thunder
bolts and was just as stubbornly
autonomous as Mingus. He too could
not abide players just skimming their
horns; and when one of his sidemen
started playing one night as if he had
just taken on the soul of an
investment banker, the leader left
the stand, took a seat below, and
started throwing shot glasses at the
insufferably placid musician.
This force of nature from New
Orleans, Sidney Bechet, was also
like Mingus in that he never ceased
marveling at the infinite possibilities
of the music. In his autobiography,
Treat It Gentle, there is a melody
that is not without relevance to the
insistent life of Charles Mingus:
“ I can remember when I was
young. I didn’t have toys like
o th e rs....! wouldn’ t have known
what to do with a toy if you gave me
one. I started once to write a song for
a boy like that. The song, it was
called Sans Amis. He had nothing to
play with and no one to play with.
But he had a song. He kept making
that song over and over out of
himself, changing it around, making
it fit. That boy, he had this song
about being lonely, and as soon as he
had the song, he wasn’t lonely any
more. He was lucky. He was real
well off; he had this thing he could
trust, and so he could trust himself.”
Toward the end, when it was
taking 10 minutes for Mingus to say
one word, his spirit, says his wife,
Susan Graham, was unbroken. “ He
had,” she was thinking aloud after
wards, “ that marvelous music in his
head. All of it, and all of it is his.
That must have helped. ’ ’
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PUNK EXPLOSION
by Joe Carduccie
A s the music Industry divested
itself of all the problem artists
{Wildman Fischer, Captain B eef
hart, New York Dolls, Iggy Pop,
MC5, Dictators, Nico, etc.) it had col
lected in the late sixties/early seven
ties and got down to serious mega
buck business with marketable
brand name product {Led Zeppelin,
Rod Stewart, Boston, Who, Dylan),
more and more people began looking
elsewhere for imagination and in
dividuality in their music.
A group of bands from West
Germany became surprisingly popu
lar because of this. Though these
included Tangerine Dream, Kraft
werk, Can and Amon Duul — bands
that allowed the prospect of popu
larity in the United States to lead
them into sell-out via artistic conces
sions, slick production and embar
rassingly bad attempts at English
lyrics — they also included Faust,
Cluster, Neu, TSS, Uli Trepte and
maybe Klaus Schultze — bands that
insisted on their artistic vision and
either continued to produce distinc
tive music or died trying.
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bands began recording in France
{Etron Fou le Louglan, Heldon, Lard
Free), Finland (Wigwam), Poland
(SBB,
Test),
East
Germany
(Puhyds) and other places. Most
of the records being imported at
the time by American distributors
were uninteresting remodeled ver
sions of British or American forms
but the bands named above were/are
actively attempting to articulate
something, rather than simply pur
suing a well paying job (stardom).
Unfortunately these bands were
not recognized as an important al
ternative to the musical status quo
by enough people to have effected
that status quo. It was left to others
to reactivate the Anglo-American
music scene — to make the music
culturally, politically and personally
valid again.
Of the active bands in the Anglo
world of the seventies that can be
considered to have artistic depth
{Eno, King Crimson, Henry Cow),
only David Bowie can also be con
sidered to have been popular enough
to have had wide influence on the

by the mid-seventies Bowie, like the
establishment bands, had cut tour
ing in the U.K. to one date in
London a year.
In Britain music is much less
the casual interest it is in the U.S.
and soon British kids began wonder
ing why they should accept a situ
ation where they must consider
themselves lucky to get to London
for that one Bowie show, never
minding that the show itself takes
place in a huge stadium where they
would have to take it on trust that
that orange haired speck really was
Bowie. This situation was soon in
tolerable and all it took was some
real touring by an unknown New
York band called the Ramones to
remind the kids how it’s supposed
to be done.
The music establishment, if they
paid any attention at all to them,
thought the Ramones were a bad
joke. Now, four albums later, some
edict has been handed down at Roll
ing Stone Magazine and the
Ramones have been cleared. It’s
okay to like them. The Rock Estab
lishment still won’t admit, however,
that the Ramones were a joke and

that they, Rolling Stone and the
other reputable rock media were the
target of that joke.
Think on this. All the old stale
forms of western popular music
have had their revenge on the rock
and roll that replaced them in the
fifties and sixties. Barry Manilow
is Frank Sinatra in disguise. It
really gets convoluted when all this
muck insists on calling itself rock
music. For when a band comes along
that just so happens to be rock
and roll incarnate the “ rock” media
do not recognize it.
Duplicity breeds cynicism and the
British bands that formed in the
wake of the Ramones were both, at
least insofar as their attitudes to
the music world they inherited. A t
the same time, though, they were
honestly optimistic and hopeful
about the culture they were making.
A t last thousands of kids were out
creating for themselves instead of
lining up to buy the new Ted Nugent
album. Overnight bands began put
ting out their own records and the
more overtly political made it a
point to turn down any offer from
“ the Companies.”
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PUNKEXPLOSIONIN
>LENTPUNKEXPLOS
NEWWAVEVIOLENT
There are now perhaps a thousand
bands in both the U.K. and U.S.
alternative scenes. (There are at
least ten in the Portland area.)
This many bands of course do not
all play what is commonly called
punk. “ Punk” as a term is only
useful now as a general name for
the new alternative music whether
it be electronic {Human League,
the Normal), avant rock {Pere Ubu,
Chrome, Metal Urbain), or rock
and roll. Punk has created the milieu
wherein these bands are appreci
ated.
The punk explosion is the medium
that brings together the various
alternate musics that had been
developing in secluded corners of
the music world. In addition punk
reawakens people to the important
music of the past. So someone in
touch with the cultural opposition
today is likely to listen to and
draw upon many sources: reggae
and dub music out of Jamaica and
London’s ghettos, reissued albums
of sixties’ punk and psychedelia
{pled Crayola, the Ramains, 13th
Floor Elevators), reactivated and
new rockabilly bands (Ray Campi,

Carl Perkins, Matchbox), the con
tinental bands {Etron Fou, Magma),
as well as the wide variety of sound
and attitude within the new punk
music (from Pere Ubu to the Dils
to John Cooper-Clarke to D NA to
the Screamers to Wire and on and
on).
This active subculture provides
the perfect audience for an album
like the Plastic People of the Uni
verse's now available out of France.
This band has not been together
for years due to the Czech govern
ment’s curious habit of throwing
the band members into prison. One
member has recently had his sen
tence doubled to eighteen months.
And since Dubcek, the band and
others of the cultural opposition
have, of course, had gigs cancelled
and broken up by police, etc., etc.
The Plastic People album was re
leased by a political group in France
once tapes had been smuggled out
of Czechoslovakia. Aside from some
hippie excess (Czechoslovakia’s last
major rock infusion from the West
came in the late sixties), their at
titude is strictly of today:

INSTRUCTION (translated)
“ . . . Throw away your brains,
Throw away your hearts,
Throw away everything
That makes men out of you.
Be changed into swine.
Be changed into swine . . . ”
The sarcasm reminds one of youknow-who.
The extent of this new punk rock
culture is easy to ignore in this
country due to how constricted the
normal channels of art dispersion
(radio, magazines, television, the
record industry) have become. So
unless one was never out of touch
with the largely ignored links be
tween the sixties’ alternative cul
ture and the current one, or hap
pened to move in circles that includ
ed the nearest local outlet for it
(assuming there was one), one could
quite easily be oblivious to the New
Wave Punk phenomenon as an op
tion. Many continue to believe that
punk has more to do with spit and
vomit than freedom of action, which
is too bad. No doubt the local scene
could use that person’s participa
tion.
Whether all this activity is just

energy wasted will of course depend
on what the eighties bring. If they
are as lifeless as the seventies, it
could be. But considering that the
current tax cuts mean that neither
will the underclass have its condi
tion bought off any longer by the
state, nor the upper middle class
creative types have their CETA
money to play around with — add
the prospect that the draft will
be reinstituted due to population
drop and the need for “ better”
material for our next adventure,
and one can see that the same old
contradictions are lying just below
the surface. The civilized nations of
the world are still intent on feeding
upon their young.
And when it comes to music that
inspires people to challenge what
is, it’s not Dylan or the Stones
or Jefferson Airplane any more.
And it sure as hell ain’t Boston
or Heart. Open ears and an open
mind will tell you, it’s Metal Urbain
or the Dils or Crisis or Alternative
TV or Siouxsie and the Banshees
or the Clash or Public Image Ltd
or X-Ray Spex or Stiff Little
Fingers . . .
-X-
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Inflation
continued
It has always been thought that
federal control over natural gas
could be the beginning of overall
fuel control by the federal govern
ment. And, since the passage of
the Natural Gas Act of 1938, the
oil companies have naturally been
fighting to destroy this control
exercis'd over their operations.
Well the oil companies are Win
ners at last thanks to President
Carter and a huge Democratic
majority in Congress natural gas
prices will be entirely deregulated
from the mid-1980’s on. The price
will be borne by the consumers.
With enactment of this legislation,
the ceiling price of so-called new
gas will rise at once to $2.09 per
1000 cubic feet from $1.50. Depend
ing on formulae worked out in
Congress, natural gas prices are
expected to rise from 9 per cent to
12 per cent a year.”4
PATRIOTIC INFLATION
FIGHTERS
Thrifty citizens might desire to
follow our leaders advice and devote
excess resources to savings banks,
where the base interest rates are

now in the neighborhood of 51/4%,
or buy savings bonds at 6%.
Those who desire to keep up with
inflation may invest in Treasury
bills that are currently yielding 9 to
10%. Unfortunately there is one
catch, these bills are only sold in
minimum blocks of $10,000.
If you missed out on the Treasury
bills then the $100 billion returned
to the rich through capital gains,
investment credits, accelerated
depreciation, depletion allowances,
drilling costs and the like will
probably also pass you by.
So, too, will the 239.4 billion in
guaranteed loans that mostly go to
industries such as shipping, to the
insurance industry for items such as
flood insurance and for protecting
the assets of corporations abroad.
The Carter administration has
promised, but not carried through,
a proposal to bring the loan
guarantee programs under control,
but so far they’ve somehow man
aged to stay away from the Presi
dent’s “lean and austere” cuts.
Marcus Welby is Inflationary
“The cost of health care has risen
rapidly and promises to be increas
ingly inflationary in the near future.
For example, the projected outlay
for 1980 of $53.3 billion is expected
to rise to $64.1 billion in 1982.
The largest components in the

SadSacks Of ProBall
m

by

Lenny D.

The recent trade by the New York
Knicks of high scoring center-for
ward Bob McAdoo to the Boston
Celtics for 3 first round draft choices,
recalls other Knick draft picks and
acquisitions of yesteryear that were
hailed with as much fanfare as the
second coming. Three cases of
tuberculosis, two heart attacks, two
cancer victims and many cases of
mistaken identity later, the Knicks
still await their savior.
With Portland being relatively
new to the NBA and the Knicks of
Reed, DeBuschere, Frazier era a
recent memory, hardly anyone here
remembers that for most of their
history the Knicks have been the sad
sacks of pro basketball. In the
mid-50s, the Knicks had a 500%
caliber ballclub that was going
nowhere fast and drew little fan
attention. Student tickets were 50
cents in the balcony and the prelimi
nary high school games would draw
as well as the feature pro games.
Madison Square Garden manage
ment had no confidence in the
Knicks making the playoffs so the
circus was booked regularly during
playoff tim e —the one time the
Knicks fooled everyone and made
the playoffs they were forced to play
in a 2000 seat, leaky roofed national
guard armory (this was before 500%
teams were considered playoff mat
erial) .
In 1956 their arch rivals the Boston
Celtics had just pulled off the heist of
the century by trading Easy Ed
Macually and Cliff Hagan to St.
Louis for the draft rights to Bill
Russell. The Knicks decided to
counter this dominance by trading
two of their top players, Gene Shue
and Harry (the Horse) Gallatin for
Detroit’s Mel Hutchins—the Dave
DeBuschere of the ’50s. Hutchins
wound up playing 18 games for the
Knicks, before retiring with a crip
pling knee injury, while Gallatin and
Shue averaged over 30 points a game
between them for Detroit.
After that disaster the Knicks
decided to dip down into Bill
Russell’s championship University of
San Francisco team and dreafted
forward Make Farmer while passing
26

over teammate K.C. Jones—who
would become the playmaker and
defensive star of countless Celtic
championship teams. Farmer’s only
claim to fame was the shreding of his
shorts before 5000 faithful one night
in the Garden.
Still fascinated with NCAA champ
ions the year 1960 brought to New
York the University of California’s
golden bear with the glorious hook
shot, Darrell Imhoff. To get Imhoff,
the Knicks passed over Tom
“ Satch” Saunders, a local product
who had singlehandedly led a medi
ocre New York University team past
Jerry West’s touted West Virginia
five into the NCAA semifinals. Since
Satch was a 6ft. 6in. college center
the Knicks didn’t think he could
make the transition to forward in the
NBA—(a matter that didn’t phase a
certain Red Auerbach up in Boston).
1960 also brought to the Knicks
from Cincinnati a skinny gangly
center named Phil Jordan who was to
have the honor of opposing Wilt
Chamberlain, when the Stilt scored
his magic 100 (7 of the top 14
individual scoring games have been
against the Knicks) —soon after Phil
joined the other immortals in basket
ball heaven, when he died of cancer.
Also in the early sixties the Knicks
drafted a group of dynamite St.
Bonaventure ballplayers—Tom and
Sam Stith, plus Freddie Crawford—
unfortunately after drafting these
All-Americans it was discovered that
the coming of basketball nirvana
would have to be confined to an
upstate tuberculosis sanitorium.
With the college crop coming up
lame and fizzling out, the Knicks
looked to the Harlem Globetrotters
where they had modest success in
the 50’s acquiring journeyman for
ward Sweetwater Clifton and spent
for that time the unheard of price of
$100,000 to purchase Harlem Globe
trotter ace Willie Gardener, the
Knick magic spell came on, and poor
Willie suffered a heart attack and
never played ball again.
By 1962 the dominance of Cham
berlain and Russell was becoming
overwhelming and the Knicks once
again set their sights on a center to
challenge the new behomoths. Des
pite the disaster of Darrell Imhoff,
the lure of an NCAA champion was
again too much and the Knicks

health budget are medicaid and
Medicare. Through these two pro
grams alone the federal government
spends about 28% of the cost of
the nation’s health services.
Almost one dollar out of every
10 in the U.S. is used to finance
health care. During the last 10 years
hospital costs — the largest
component of health-care costs
overall — have risen at two and a
half times the rate of the consumer
price index. A major reason for
the increase in Medicare and Medic
aid expenses has been the inability
of the government to control
charges of hospitals and doctors.
Part of the reason for this is that
the system through which insurance
funds are provided for Medicaid and
Medicare remains under the control
of the very hospitals and doctors
who inflate the charges.
The whole idea of national health
insurance — decried by Carter as
inflationary — is to provide a
comprehensive mechanism through
which those who need it can get
medical care, while the costs are
held down by federal intervention.
But the 1980 budget shows that
outlays under the present system
will continue to shoot up — the
antithesis of this administration’s
stated goals.
It is worth nothing, incidentally,
in the light of conservative bellow
ing about giveaways to the poor,

how relatively insignificant these
expenditures are. For example, the
much detested welfare program of
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children is estimated at $6.7 billion
in 1980. Food stamps total $6.9
billion and school lunches are
budgeted at $3.9 billion. Public
housing commitments involve $27.4
billion in a variety of programs,
but the projected funds to be spent
come to only $5.3 billion. If all this
nation’s poor people were lucky
enough to participate in all these
programs, their total slice would
probably not exceed $25 billion,
scarcely the treasure trove handed
out to doctors, hospital administra
tors, defense contractors, and other
fortunates.” 5
Economic Newspeak is what our
dear President is giving us with
this “austere and lean” inflation
fighting budget, that mentions nary
a word about corporate profits being
up 28% in the last quarter of 1978.
Until mandatory price controls
are instituted any talk of “fighting
inflation with new foundations,”
translates to pissin in the wind.

drafted University of Cincinnati’s
Paul Hogue— who achieved dubious
immortality by being the league’s
first #1 draft pick to be laughed off
the playgrounds of New York. To
make matters worse this draft pre
sented the Knicks with the likes of
Chet Walker and John Havlichek,
who of course went on to prominence
at Philadelphia and Boston. In the
second round they took USC’s AllAmerican John Rudometkin, a can
cer victim a few years later, and
Cleveland Buckner whose play re
sembled the smell of his namesake
city.
By ’63, the pressure from local
sports writers and anemic attend
ance pushed the Knicks to take a
local hot shot and stay away from the
bozo centers so local prep star and
Duke All-American Art Heyman was
drafted over Bowling Green star Nate
Thurmond. Heyman is best remem
bered for his ducklike walk and his
ability to make Al Attiles look like an
All-Star guard, while Thurmond
went on the become the kind of
power center that Imhoff (who
eventually would up his career in
Portland) and Hogue were supposed
to become.
1964 saw the Olympic trials in New
York and three touted small college
centers—Jim “ Bad News” Barnes
from Texas Western, Luscious Jackson of Pan American and Willis Reed
from Grambling. The Knicks in their
infinte wisdom decided that Jack
son’s arms were too short and that
willis couldn’t shoot—therefore Jim
Barnes became “ Bad News” for NY.
Only because of some stroke of luck,
Willis lasted till the second round
and the Knicks were force to"grab
him. With the addition of Barnes and
Reed, the Knicks continued to
flounder, thanks to a policy of hiring
ex-stars as coaches (recently relived
with Willis Reed). The first half of the
year Dick (Mumbles) McGuire talked
to himself and the second half Harry
(the Horse) Gallatin set up a triangle
offense that had as much ball
movement as a horse chewing the
cud on a hot summer day.
The league by this time was
watching the phenomenal growth of
the National Football League and
realized that a strong team in New
York was essential to increasing
revenue. For the first and only time

the two last place teams (New York
and San Francisco) were given the
first four picks of the draft to make
the weak teams stronger tout do
suite. Consequently NY was award
ed the first and fourth picks which
they used to draft Bill Bradley and
Dave Stallworth (he of heart attack
fame). Not bad pickens until you
realize they passed up Billy Cun
ningham and Rich Barry to make
these choices —after the Heyman
affair local boys were persona non
grata and Cunningham had gone to
Brooklyn’s Erasmus High, and they
said that Barry was too much of a hot
dog and gunner.
However the mid-60’s did bring to
NY a brief lapse in misfortune and
poor management. A couple of good
changes —Red Holtzman as coach
and Eddie Donovan former coach of
the St. Bonaventure TB ward as
general manager. Donovan was re
sponsible for the drafting of Walt
Frazier, Cazzie Russell and the trade
for Dave DeBuschere, however the
Knicks were unable to hold on to
Donovan, he headed upstate to
Buffalo where he built the Braves
into an eastern power before weak
ownership sold off the talent.
Unfortunately, the rise to the top
in 69-74 produced a series of draft
choices that comparatively would
make Wally(the Who) Walker and
LaRue Martin household names. The
likes of Jaho Warren, Mike Price,
Tom Riker, Mel DAvis, and Haw
thorne Wingo provided none of the
depth necessary to sustain a champ
ionship team once the first flowers
had wilted. In NY unlike Boston
there was no K.C. Jones to replace
Bob Cousy, no Sam Jones for Bill
Sharman, or John Havlicek for Frank
Ransey. Instead decline, then major
slippage and then their fatal dip into
the pits of the free agent market has
led to the continual descent to the
depths of yesteryear.
Given the Knick history of
inability to spot basketball talent
and the weak crop of rookies this
year, it will be no surprise to any
NBA watcher if those three first
round draft picks (from Boston,
Golden State, and Seattle) join
Darrell Imhoff, Paul Hogue, Art
Heyman, Bad News Barnes and
company in the NY management’s
Hall of Fame.

1) Village Voice, Alexander Cockburn & James
Ridgeway, “ Fat is Beautiful,” January 29, 1978.
p. 16
2) Ibid.
3) Village Voice, Jack Newfield, "The Case Against
Jimmy the Liar,” January 22. 1979
4) Village Voice, Cockburn & Ridgeway, “The Last
Hours of the Fighting 95th,” October 23, 1978
p. 15
5) Ibid., Jan. 29,1979, p. 16
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THE CATBIRD SEAT
1231 SW WASHINGTON
PORTLAND, OR 97205
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Eight dollars buys The Leatherw orks' Basic Belt in
your choice o f colors, w ith a handsome solid brass
buckle ava ilable in a num ber of styles. (W idths
over 1 7 " are a d o lla r more.) Belt or buckle may
be separately purchased. M ore elaborate belts
(9.00 to 20.00) and buckles (2.00 to 12.00) are also
available.

This is the long and the short of it:

Quality:

OPEN
9:30-9:30 TUES, WED, FRI
9:30-5:30 M O N , THURS
10:00-5:30 SAT
12:00-5:00 SUN

BO O KS FOR THE

remember how the tooling in your last belt flattened
out in short order? That doesn't happen w ith selected, top-grain, vegetable
tanned French leather. O r how about those dyes that peeled and cracked.
Blame it on acrylic paints A niline dyes are the answer. It costs more to cut
belts on a curve, but that's the only way to make them fit perfectly and stop
them from curling over in back.

Economy:

we make what we sell. That's why our prices are
more than com petitive w ith the Vast Waist Land out there. The fa ct that your
purchase w ill last and look good fo r decades means even more o f a savings for
you.

O M N IV O R O U S READER

Versatility■'

means your choice o f designs, colors, even a
message or a name; or bring in your own design There's no machine stamping,
every belt's unique. A solid brass "Chicago screw" attaches belt to buckle,
allow ing you to switch either one in a minute

Variety:

The Leatherworks also fabricates excellent sandals,
purses, briefcases, wallets, clutches, pouches, visors, plant and candle hangers,
leashes and collarss (nice fo r pets, perfect fo r kinky friends), watchbands,
hairthingies and special orders

PAPA HAVDA
Fine German Pastries

GUARANTEE

if you're ever
dissatisfied w ith your purchase fo r any reason
bring it back fo r an exchange or a fu ll refund.

Espresso Drinks
Beerand Wine Lunch

5829 S. E. Milwaukie
Portland 97202
232-9440
Open Tuesday-Saturday 11:30-10

X

eV

The Leatherw orks
2908 SE Belmont
Portland Oregon 97214
Open Tuesday through Saturday, 12 to 6
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M ovies...M ovies...M ovies...
by Joe Carduccie

Nosferatu, Werner Herzog’s new
film of the Dracula story has many
things wrong with it. Though the
idea of Herzog producing an adapta
tion of the classic vampire tale is
certainly provocative. In films like
Aguirre and Kaspar Hauser, Herzog
examines the human situation with
an awareness of the mysterious —
mundane objects or events appear or
occur out of context. The elusive
truth, the grasp on reality is always
just ahead of his characters.
The Dracula story, like many
classic horror stories, uses a basic
plot device—the attempt by those
who know the horror’s reality to con
vince the authorities (men of law and
science) of that reality. The authori
ties live in cool conviction that they
alone understand the nature of the
world and they therefore deserve
their positions of power.
In Kaspar Hauser, Herzog intro
duced an empty man —devoid of So
cial, scientific, and even selfknowledge—into society. The man is
aided by townspeople, but, upon
coming to the attention of “ real”
society, he quickly becomes a novel
entertainment. The man who under
stands nothing—not even how to
conceal his ignorance to protect his
ego —becomes an amusing carica
ture of human reality and is played
with momentarily by the social class
which, due to its own rapacious ego,
has convinced itself that it knows, if
not everything, at least enough to
dictate what is best for all classes.
These people quickly tire of Kaspar
when his questions become focused
and persistent.

In Nosferatu an equally primal as
pect of our reality is explored. But,
where Kaspar Hauser is basically in
trasocial in its concern, Nosferatu is
more concerned with us as a species
and our uneasy pact with the cycle of
life feeding off the rot of death. The
Dracula myth is a powerful one
because of this contradiction and the
fear and guilt it provokes.
The film then should hav6 been
excellent. The plot of the original
Stoker novel was streamlined to
allow Herzog to work more in his
style. Herzog works subliminally, by
mood rather than exposition and plot.
Nosferatu fails at this because,
despite all the ingredients for suc
cess, Herzog has allowed purely
physical characteristics of the pro
duction itself to undermine every
thing.
One is suspicious from the begin
ning as the 20th Century Fox logo
hits the screen. Then you read in thecredits the words, “ English dia
logues by. . .’’and you cringe and
hope for the best. It doesn’t come.
Klaus Kinski, Isabelle Adjani, and
Bruno Ganz play the lead characters
and they are fine actors but none of
them know the English language.
They nevertheless read their dia
logue —translations from Herzog’s
German—in phonetic English which,
as might be guessed, totally subverts
the art of acting. Inflections are out
of place, words are mispronounced
and more than once there are laughs
where none should be.
It is all too clear that the politics of
American distribution and its effect
on whether production money would
be forthcoming in the first place have

Now, distributors being the venal
rumed this film. It is all the more up
setting when you find that quite a lot people they are, the film may never
of the film’s images stick with you see general distribution in America.
long after you’ve seen the film,
film. It could have been the ultimate
articulation of the Vampire myth.

BRITISH FILM INSTITUTE FILMS AT PSU
all sh o w in g s b eg in at 8pm in 75 LH
adm ission: $1 stu d e n ts 13seniors, $1.50 general
M ay 11 & 12: IRELAND: B EHINDTHE W IRE; Berwick
Street C ollective; 1974, 110 min.

April 6 & 7:
RESISTANCE; Ken M c M u lle n and Chris
Rodrigues; 1976, 90 min.

A pril 20 & 21: ABOVE US THE EARTH; Karl Francis;
1977. 90 min.

THURSDAY
F ilm Series

e m phe

resetani

A N IM A T IO N FOR LIVE A C T IO N ; Vera
N eubauer; 1978, 25 m in.
Ih e h im is a< o m h tn a lio n o t h s e a i tio n a n d a m m a tm i

W H O CARES?;
Nick B room field; 1971,
18 min.

DAR LING D O Y O U LOVE ME; M artin
Sharp and Bob W h ittaker; 1968, 4 min.

April 12:WAY D O W N EAST
D .W . Griffith, 1920, 110 min.

w ith G e rm a in e G re et

April 19:THE BICYCLE THIEF
(53 CH) V. deSica, 1949, 87 min.

May 18 & 19: O N A PAVING STONE M O U N T E D ;
Thaddeus O'Sullivan; 1978, % min.

M1"'

Ih e

n""

s o lu tio n '

A PINT OF PLAIN; Thaddeus
O ’Sullivan; 1975, 40 min.

M ay 31: SW O RD OF D O O M
K. O kam oto, 1967, 122 min.

th ”
C e n tra l B azaar addre

All showings will begin at 8 p.m. and are free
All showings will be in 75 LH except for BICYCLE THIEF
which will be shown in 53 CH

HARD TIMES FILM FESTIVAL

in te rp e lla tio n id the view er. to g e th e r w ith a steadfast

„. step-

^ p r o b le m a tic p o s itio n w ith o u t any anchorage p o in ts in
th e diegesis, i.e. n o id e n tific a tio n p ro ce d u re s are
used. o n ly a m o b ilia tio n o f th e scopic d rive dim e d al
d e riv in g pleasure fro m vie w in g images

a'/i

APRIL 20 & 21 “ LAST GRAVE AT D IM B A Z A ” - dir. by M o h o m o (1975) - South Africa - 55 m in.
“ THE W HITE LAAGER” - dir. by Davis (1978) - South Africa - 58 min.

.0”

APRIL 27 & 28: "B LO W FOR BLOW ” - dir. by M arin Karmitz (1972), 100 workers and a film crew - 89 tnin.
M A Y 4 & 5:

"LITTLE WHITE S ALM O N IN D IA N SETTLEMENT" - dir. by Harry Dawson, Jr. (1972) - 30 min.

M A Y 11 & 12:

“ IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD REN” - by Iris Films (1978) - 53 min.
"WE WILL NO T BE BATEN" - by Transition House - 35 min.

M A Y 18 & 19:

"A M IN O R ALTERCATION" - by Jackie Shearer, Terry Signaigo, M ary Tiseo and Jay Watkins
(1976) - 30 min.
"BUSH M A M A " - by Haile G erim a (1975) - % min.

M A Y 25 & 26:

"C O N TR O LLIN G INTEREST” - by California Newsreel (1978) - 45 min.
" IN T O THE M O U T H S OF BABES” - by CBS (1978) - 30 min.
"TE S TIM O N Y ” - by Amalgamated Clothing & Textile W orkers U nion (1975) - 27 min.

JUNE I & 2:

" O N THE LINE” - by Barbara Margolis - 50 min.
"S O N G OF THE CAN ARY” - by Josh Hanig and David Davis - 58 min.

"BROKEN TREATY AT BTiLE M O U N T A IN ” - dir. by Freedman (1974) - 60 min.

&S-
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M A Y 17:THE ADVENTURES OF TARZAN
R.F. H ill, 1921, 70 min.;
K N O W YO U R ENEMY: JAPAN
1943?, 60 min.
M ay 24: O LY M P IA
L. Riefenstahl, 1938

A pril 13 & 14: CENTRAL BAZAAR; Stephen Dwoskin;
1976, 157 min.

Stephen Dwoskin will be present
the
screening of Central Bazaar to introduce and
^o'discuss the film. It should be extrem ely exciting
to have the opportunity to discuss a film with its
creator-heralded as “ the leading avant garde
film m aker w orking today.”

M ay 3: M O A N A
R. Flaherty, 1926, 85 min.
M ay 10: THE FEAST;
THE STREET
K. Grune, 1923, 80 min;
FOUR FAMILIES, 1961, 60 min.

,i n u m h e i

a n im a tio n
a n d a ilu a h ls

W e will have the pleasure of having Ih a d d tu '
O ’Sullivan w ith us during the screening of hi*two films. He has worked with Dwoskin and is
turrentlv at the Museum of M o d ern Art. I he
insights whic h he should be able to provide on
Ireland as well as his films should enlighten us vis
the final two weeks of our spring films.

W’0
■ fr'1"

Friday films will be shown at Sunnyside Church, 3520 SE Yam hill, «21 bus;
Saturday films will be shown at M allo ry Ave. Church, 126 NE Alberta, «6 bus

Movies...Movies...Movies
NORMA RAE
by Joe Uris
Norma Rae is Martin Ritt’s devo
tional to the eternal verities that
have animated the actions and be
liefs of reformers and revolutionaries
for more than a hundred years. The
film deals with a labor organizing ef
fort in a southern textile mill.
The movie has been put down by
reviewers as being didactic, idealis
tic, or unrealistic. Because it advo
cates, supports, and is concerned
with the plight and hopes of regular
people, it is didactic. Because the
union is successful and there are no
anti-heroes, it is idealistic. Because
the women and the union organizer
resist the temptation to fuck each
other, it is unrealistic.

That the characters in the film are
types, bothers many who see the
film. Yet we accept the more nega
tive stereotypes we see daily on film
or T.V. Somehow when a film deals
with a real social issue, we change
our standards and demand more.
Norma Rae is a very relevant film.
More and more industry has fled the
North for the South where wages are
low and unions weak. The film as
sumes that we as an audience un
derstand the need for worker organi

To Our Friends and Patrons:
We are sorry to announce that, as or
April 11, we will be raising our general
admission to $1.50. We didn’t want to do
it. While we have no plans to build a
shopping center or a tri-cinema, we find,
as we enter our fifth year of operation,
that the one buck admission just won’t
cover our costs. Even the Rocky Horror
show with its many loyal fans just ain’t
enough.
Since we first opened, all costs have
skyrocketed. Utilities, advertising, film
rental —all have tripled in the last four
years.
Film companies now label every movie
a classic and jack the price up accordintly.
For example, an old favorite like Steelyard
Blues which used to rent for a flat fee of
100 bucks now costs 300 against a percent
of gross.
Last but not least, as the cost of living
sails away, salaries must keep pace with
food, rent, etc., costs. We are, or at least
try to be, fair to our workers.
We hope to continue bringing a wide
selection of good movies at reasonable
prices in a friendly atmosphere. Senior
citizens will still be free Monday through
Thursday. Children under eight always
free. We will continue to do benefits each
month.

zations. Unfortunately, most Ameri
cans are unsympathetic to this need.
Union membership has dwindled
from a post-war high of 40% of the
labor force to less than 20% today.
Yet real wages are not keeping up
with inflation and industrial injury
rates continue to climb.
This film is well acted, directed,
and photographed. It is one of very
few films to deal with the real world
of work. And not since Salt of the
Earth has a film on labor allowed the

workers a victory. For those who
work, this film makes some issues
clear.
While it is perhaps too simple and
predictable a tale, it is told forth
rightly with humor and courage. It
says anyone can become more than
what they are now and they can ac
complish this for the good of many.
Maybe it isn’t such a bad idea to re
member that. Norma Rae gives us
hope in a shitty time, corny or not.

t

V /H A T MAPPENS

A M EcuPSH 1

m ostly n a tu ra l and whole foods
fresh produce

$ (irrl.tyiiinl

2 6 3 5 N W Thurman
open 7 days a week 11am - 6pm
everyone's welcome

NEW RECO RDS FO R OLD!
Bring in your OLD records
(in good condition and resalable)
and we will give you credit a t

<4

MUSIC MILLENNIUM
for any record of your choice!

BIRD SUITE

1

BIRD’SSUITE RECORDS
720 SWSALMON 222-3066
373 6 S.E. HAWTHORNE 235-6224

22214/ Burnside. Portland.9 7 2 0 9 2260136
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Lash
La Rue

continued

“ I made lots of bread from the
Lash package —everybody connected
did —but I never thought to put any
of it away. From ‘48 to ‘57—those
were my peak years. I didn’t always
pay all my taxes, so I’d rather not go
into that and get into a jack pot with
the Government. Let’s just say I paid
taxes on more than $80,000 a year.
Back then, that was a lot of
scratch—equal to half a million now.
In cash, in gravy.
“Fucking m oney-sucking tax
grabbers. I was a lousy bookkeeper
and at times it was very tough
cheating you out of enough money to
pay you off!
“ CUT. PRINT IT.
“ Huh-huh-huh....Well, I told you
I had a taste of it all. I was married
ten times, you know. Yes. And had a
house in the Hollywood Hills worth,
oh, $85,000. A split-level up in
Laurel Canyon—a kind of party
house. I loved people and I had a
75-foot living room and a wet bar and
slot machines all over the joint.
There was a wild-ass sunken tub and
shower, man, with like fourteen
different spigots that could bathe
you from every angle! That place had
everything, you know, that put it way
out ahead of its time.
“ Most of the people with me got
fucked over. See, if they can’t
conform you or control you, they will
kill you, and if you don’t die when
they think you should, they'll de
grade you until you wish you were
dead.
“ Tansey, my producer, clued me
in on some things that didn’t register
until later. He said, “ If you ever
have to tell anyone who you are, it
doesn’t count—you’ll be penalized
for the points.’ He also used to say,
‘Always be nice to your producer,
because tomorrow he might be the
gateman and he won’t let you in. ’
“ Well, you see, the way the
studios were run, the producers had
everybody copping their joints. If not
the husband, then the wife. That’s
what the B Westerns made pos
sible—the producers’ getting fucked
and sucked and making money all at
the same time. The twisted ones
thought that was the way it was
intended to be, but I’m sure if the
Old Man had intended for a bunch of
cocksuckers to run things, He’d
never have created women, all the
beautiful women....
“ Anyway, that’s the way it was in
Hollywood. The producers passed
the angels around from hand to
hand, having them cop their joints.
‘Listen, you wanna good suck? I’ll
send little Jackie over. Afterward,
you might duke her a fin or give her a
walk-on.’ They used a lot of the men
that way, too.
—Since 1905—

“ I knew a pug, a lightweight
contender, who kept living too long
for his own good. I ran into him on
the street after the lash series had
folded, and he said, ‘I ain’t worked
in over a year. It’s not who you know
it’s who you blow. And I ain’t like
that!’
“ Poor son of a bitch. Shit, I wasn’t
like that, either. I was cocky and
arrogant—hard to handle. I fought at
the drop of a hat. Oh, I wanted
people to love me, but I wanted
respect, too, and I found that the
only way to get it was to belt people.
“ That attitude kept me confined to
the PRC class of pictures —I can
grasp that now. See, I could’ve had
the Montgomery Clift role in Howard
Hawks ’s Red River.... I made movies
for several different studios and, in
‘56, I took the Lash package out on
the road. I played the Bijou circuit,
which was jig theaters, and, later on,
the Royal American and the Olsen
shows, the rolling-stock camies. The
jigs always dug me—the nigger-slick
outfit and all.
“ Huh-huh-huh....I was cool in the
traveling camies until ‘57. That was
the year I got busted at the
fairgrounds in Memphis. It was a
pocket-change score connected with
some sewing machines I’d bought off
a guy. I beat the rap, but I got a lot of
bad press. It kind of wiped me out, in
fact.
“ Still, I had a little coin left and I
bought a combination restaurant and
motel in Reno. I went out on Lash
gigs occasionally, but not as often. I
was married to my tenth wife by
then, a Small Player named Reno
Brown.
“ In ‘63,1discovered the Old Man,
or maybe it was the other way
around.M y wife thought I was
cracked when I asked her to join me
in spreading His word. She wound
up with the motel and whatever I had
out of my life. She’s got it and I hope
it does her a lot of fucking good,
because she doesn’t have anyone to
love her anymore.
“ Later I took of for another area.
The fourth night out, some iggy
bastard stole all my gear out of my
car—my personalized saddle and
guns, the works. I ended up in
Miami with thirty-five cents in my
pocket. Since I was there as an un
welcome guest, I was being watched
by the state police of Florida Oh, I
knew the score. I knew full well that
the CIA knew me better than the
Baptists.
“ I walked up to this cop, and he
knew who I was and I knew who he
was, and I said, “ Hey, why don’t you
destroy me, motherfucker? You’d be
doing me a favor to put me out of my
misery.’ He blew his whistle and
there were suddenly cops all over me
and some big dyke nurse was
jabbing me in the ass with a needle.
“ When I start talking to shrinks,
you know, they end up talking to
themselves. I just tell them flat out,
‘lam a triple schizophrenic, buster,

and what else would you like to
know?' Huh-huh-huh....One of them
remarked that I looked a little like
Humphrey Bogart. I told him, ‘Well,
Bogart’s passed through. And he
was bald, while I’ve still got a full
head of hair. I like the comparison,
but I’d rather think Bogart looked
like m e.’
“ I told him, huh-huh-huh....Well,
the Old Man provided, as He always
does, for His mangled ones. I started
giving witness in little churches here
and there in Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi....And I set up the Lash
LaRue Evangelistic Association,
Inc., in Long Beach, California. My
two sons live there with their mother
at 3639 Walnut Avenue, and I want
everybody to know that address. I
always ask people to send five
dollars or so for the Lord’s work to
that address. The body requires
sustenance just as much as the soul,
and my boys and I can use the bread.
“ That’s how I came to be asso
ciated with Brother 3:16 Cook. A bad
gig not all that different from
Hollywood. In fact, I was better off
when I made that porn film I made a
few years ago. Oh, yes, it was a
hard-core job and I was definitely in
it. The title was Hard on the Trail,
but it should’ve been Hard-on on the
Trail.
“ The way it happened was just
another example of how Hollywood
degrades its discarded packages. I
was used and abused, just as many
others were. I needed some new film
to get my face around town, so I
hired on with this independent
company for two days’ work. I never
did see the script—I only knew about
the pages I was in. I was gray and
bearded and I was to be the lead
heavy in the thing—not the working
heavy but the heavy with the brains.
I wasn’t connected with the shooting
of the dirty stuff. They spliced that in
around me. It was an honest mistake
on my part. I was duped. I’m sorry
that I made it, but I’m glad, too, in a
way. I got paid for it, and it’ll give
the preachers just that much more
mud to sling at me.
“When you're rolling the bones in
the game of life and death monopoly
of the soul, you have to learn one
thing: If a man is wearing a gun, play
him for his gun first. After you take
his gun, you can take his money.
“ CUT. PRINT IT.
“ Huh-huh-huh....Well, I can’t be
responsible for my past. Things go
wrong when a man’s not ready for
the situation he’s in.
“ A lot of Big Players used and
abused the angels who helped them
get to the top. Where would Roy
Rogers be now without dale Evans?
He’d be one of John's 3:16’s mission
gazoonies, that’s what. Gene Autry,
too.
“ See, when a Big Player comes
close to the Vale, he can choose
somebody to give himself to. Almost
invariable, a man will give himself to
a woman, and she’ll end up getting
fucked out of the gift. That’s what

Errol Flynn did when he came over
to see me. He knew his time was
coming and he was looking to give
his body to someone. We never got
close enough for the transfer to
happen —he passed through too
quick.
“Oh, poor Errol blew it. That's
why I'm going to preach my own
fucking funeral. And then get up and
have a party for a whole week
afterward. And if you'll send a
contribution in advance to my Long
Beach address, you can attend with a
camera and get some fantastic
pictures.
“ Huh-huh-huh....My voice star
tles people, you know. I tell 'em I’m
working on a script called The last
Day and I have to try out the dialog
to see how it sounds. Jesus spoke in
parables, but when I get done, they
won’t know whether to shit or go
blind. Bunch of iggy bastards.
“ So many bastards in the world....
I’ll be glad to get to that new gig in
Jacksonville....I’ve seen some pretty
fair action so far, and the Biggest
Players I’ve encountered have all
been heads. That’s right, no fooling.
But don’t get me wrong—I wouldn’t
want youngsters to stumble on what
they catch me doing. Because young
minds have been separated from the
wisdom of their knowledge.
“ But weed is a harmless little
balm from the Old Man, isn’t it? In
the afternoon and evening of my life,
I think it, yes. Do you know how
they’re smugglin gm hash now? In
one-pound cans of tuna. That’s right.
It comes in through Customs from
Europe labeled as tuna.
“Ah...sorry, Charlie. They don't
want tunas with good taste. They
want tunas that toke good, man.
“ Huh-huh-huh....You know, I be
lieve I’ll start selling a franchise for
marijuana fudge and ship in some
really dynamite shit from the Other
Side. Either that or...I had this
thought about how to make surf
boards out of hash. An approach like
that, you know, should work. See,
there’s no shortage of hash. The
problem is to get it into the country
in quantity so that everybody can
participate without feeling used and
abused. Hmm...hmm. What do you
think?”
Lash has been pacing and raving
since early twilight, and now the
snow buzzards’ bars are closing all
over the midnight-darkened City of
Sunshine. Looking ashen and
drained, the old cowboy star col
lapses onto the couch. He’s not
through, though—not yet. He hud
dles in ticking, metallic silence for a
couple of minutes, then lights up and
starts over.
“Nothing is accidental—nothing,
no thing. I'v e had a taste o f
everything the world has to of
fer-----”
CUT, old mangled King of the
Bullwhip. PRINT IT, you iggy bas
tards.
Reprinted by permission of Oui
Magazine.

THE WHITE EAGLE
GAPE S SALOON
282-6810
U / m MONDAY: AT 9:00 P.M.

Pete Karnes Blooz Band

836 NORTH RUSSEL
( 1 Mile North o f the Coliseum —
1 Blk. o ff Interstate A ve. )
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Coffee Lolita & Kamora
$1.50

Buck night
well drinks only

Tequila Night
any tequila drink $1.50

Ladies Night
Cover $1.50
Ladies.50
1st drink for ladies free

FRIDAY
& SATURDAY

Live Blues

April/May Films

from The Northwest Film Study Center

7 SATURDAY

12 THURSDAY

19 THURSDAY

26 THURSDAY

Sixth Young People’s
Film & Video Festival

Amy GreenfiledDance As Film

The Outlaw

P. Adams Sitney
in Person

2 p.m.
An opportunity to see some of the best work done
by Oregon young filmmakers. Films are being
made all over Oregon, especially in the Film
Study Center s Film-in-the-Schools program. A
panel of judges have selected the best from
among grade levels K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, and
college. Produced in association with Oregon
Educational Media Association and the Oregon
Educational and Public Broadcasting Service.
Admission: Adults $2.00, children under 12,
$1.00.

8 p.m.
New York dancer/choreographer Amy Green
field’s video and film work is directed towards
developing a filmic language for dance apart from
it ’s roots in theater. Realized specifically for the
camera, one critic has described Greenfield’s
art as “ one of reduction to the most central, basic
gestures, and in them the discovery of an
elemental power that makes her works stunning
cathartic experiences.” Tonight Ms. Greenfield
will be present to talk about her work and present
her dance hologram s. Cosponsored by the
Northwest Artists Workshop.

Raphael, or the Rake
[France, 1970] 7 p.m.
Brigitte Fossey appears in Michel Deville’s film
about love between opposites. A self-contained,
charitable woman living alone by a lake becomes
involved with a man prematurely debauched on
alcohol. Their stormyh romance is torn asunder
by the woman’s desire to marry another man,
provoking her young lover to extreme plans of
revenge. Also starring Maurice Ronet, Francoise
Fabian, and Ann Wiazemsky.

8 SUNDAY

The Track
trance, 1975 7 p.m.
A little provincial town in Normandy provides the
atmospheric setting for a social drama bringing
together a cast of intriguing characters intent
upon hunting boar. Their interrelationships are
as complex as in a Renoir film - mistresses and
wives, strange brothers looking for trouble, a
gamekeeper, an old Army Captin - all converging
in a mesh of contradictions and incipient violence.
Directed by Serge Leroy. (98 mins.)

The Crying Woman
[France, -1978] 9 p.m.
Seldom has jealousy been so thoroughly explored
on film. Jacques Doillon directed this remarkable
portrait of a woman who becomes painfully aware
of her husband’ s in fid e lity , suffers severe
depression, struggles with ambivalent feelings
toward their child, and tries to cope with a new
woman in her husband’s life. The performance of
Dominique Laffin is deeply affecting. (90 mins.)

9 MONDAY

Open Screening
7:30 p.m.
You are welcome to attend the Film Center’s
regular showing of work by local and regional film
and video artists. Work is exhibited on a
first-come-first shown basis. Call the NWFSC
office to arrange a showing of your films or tape.
Two day’s notice is needed for exhibiting video.
Admission free.

10 TUESDAY

A Star is Born
[USA, 1937] 8 p.m.
This is the second version of the story of the rise
of a Hollywood star and the fall of her husband.
Produced by David O. Selznick, starring Fredric
March and Janet Gaynor, this version compares
interestingly with the later one with Judy
Garland. More direct and even a bit morose, this
is a more uncompromising view of Hollywood
decadence and one of the best performances of
Fredric March. (111 mins.)

14 SATURDAY

Gulliver’s Travels
[193 9] 2 p.m.
A perennial favorite, this Dave Fleisher animated
film compares well with the best of Disney.
Jonathan S w ift’s tale of the big man washed up
on the shores of a kingdom of little people is told
through superb animation and music that carries
the story along. (71 mins.)

The Mongols
[Iran, 1974] 8 p.m.
Some insight into the situation in Iran is offered
in this fascinating film about the Iranian past and
present. A woman writing a thesis on the
Mongol invasion is involved with a man heading a
new television station in the desert. The situation
provides the occasion for an exploration of the
conflict between traditional customs in Iran and
the new technological era. Directed by Parviz
Kimiavi.

15 SUNDAY

Still Life
[Iran, 1975] 8 p.m.
Winner of the international critics proze in Berlin,
this microcosmic view of life in Iran has personal
power and depth. The aging keeper of a remote
railroad crossing ekes out a meager existence
with his wife who weaves carpets in their one
room house. One day he learns from a letter he
cannot read that he has been pensioned. He
makes a determined attempt to be reinstated.
Directed by Sorhab Shadid Saless.

16 MONDAY

Paisan
[Italy, 1946] 8 p.m.
Roberto Rossellini’s six-part film on the impact of
war on Italy is made up of stories taken from real
events. A young Sicilian woman tries to save a
G .l. from snipers; a soldier is “ bought” by
Neapolitan urchins who merely want his shoes; a
British intelligence officer is parachuted behind
enemy lines. In these and other vignettes war is
brought home to the viewer. (117 mins.)

[1935] 8 p.m.
Hepburn outdid herself as the daughter of a
family slowly losing economic ground in a small
town. Called upon to appear both as a social
climber and one who is critical of that part of
herself, she turned in a stellar performance.
George Stevens’ direction captures the comic and
athetic elements of Booth Tarkington's novel.
W ith Fred MacMurray. (99 mins.)

French Provincial
[France, 1975] 8 p.m.
A movie Pauline Kael described as “ a film
festival all in itself,” this idiosyncratic romantic
comedy by Andre Techine is a mixture of Karl
Marx. Edna Ferber, W illiam Faulkner, and
French auteurism. Jean Moreau is given a meaty
part as the provincial seamstress who fights her
way to the top in a small country town, only to
meet head-on with a gum-chewing Madame
Bovary played by Marie-France Pisier. A rich,
novelistic family history that mixes movie lore
with 20th century French history. (95 mins.)

It’s a Wonderful Life
[1946] 8 p.m.
Frank Capra’s personal favorite among his films
is a tribute to the importance of everyone in
small-town America. James Stewart plays a
banker who contemplates suicie because of
dreams deferred by responsibilities. In seeing life
without him in his hometown lived out before his
eyes at Christmas time, he develops an apprecia
tion of his own importance. (123 mins.)

24 TUESDAY

Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland
[Great Britain, 1972] 2 p.m.
Peter Sellers, Dudley Moore, and Fional Fuller
ton are in perfectly brilliant film version of Lewis
Carroll’s timeless children’s classic about Alice
and her trip down the rabbit hole. The costumes
and special effects (including what happens to
Alice when she drinks a bottle marked “ drink
me” ) are super, and even the music stands out.
Directed by W illiam Sterling. (96 mins.)

Shame
[Sweden, 1969] 8 p.m.
Regarded as one of Ingmar Bergman’s finest
works is an unrelenting exploration of the
encroachments of war upon a musician and his
wife living on a remote island. We never
understand the causes of the war, only the
effects. The couple try to remain aloof, but
steadily are forced to avoid the impending
violence. W ith Liv Ullman, Max von Sydow, and
G unnar B jo rn stra n d . Best p ictu re , d ire cto r,
actress, National Society of Film Critics. (102
mins.)

29 SUNDAY

Shoot the Piano Player
[France, 1960] 8 p.m.
Francois Truffaut directed singer Charles Azna
vour in a reflective biographical film about a
concert pianist who escapes from the world and
its disappointments to become a barroom piano
player. We are introduced to the man’s personal
life - his failed marriage and dashed hopes - and
share with him the effect of memory upon his life.
(84 mins.)

30 MONDAY

Our Daily Bread
[1934] 8 p.m.
Some of the dissatisfaction American’s felt with
big cities is reflected in this King Vidor film aout
a city couple (like the one earlier depicted in
Vidor’s The Crowd) who flee the city to set up a
collective farm. The troubles of working together,
dealing with the system, and the joy of collective
success are themes worked well by Vidor in this
early excursion into realism. (75 mins.)

17 THURSDAY

State of the Union

12 SATURDAY

Mary of Scotland

Holiday

[1935] 8 p.m.
Mary Stuart’s fight with Elizabeth for the throne
of Scotland, her love affair with Lord Bothwell,
her tragic failure and final martyrdom are
beautifully captured in this character study of two
monarchs in opposition. Dudley Nichols adapted
Maxwell Anderson’s play. W ith Fredric March,
John Carradine, Florence Eldridge, and Monte
Blue. Directed by John Ford. (123 mins.)

[1938] 2 p.m.
Katharine Hepburn plays opposite Cary Grant
again in this sophisticated comedy about a stuffy
society family who are about to do in the young
suitor of their daughter by making him change his
non-conformist ways. That is, until Miss Hepburn
steps in. Directed by George Cukor from a Philip
Barry play. (93 mins.)

Pat and Mike

Philadelphia Story

21 MONDAY

[1940] 8 p.m.
Both the picture and Miss Hepburn received
Academy Awards for this supremely elegant fairy
tale about a very rich, very spoiled girl who finds
her Prince Charming and then gums up the
works. Philip Barry's hit Broadway play provided
the substance for a rare blend of comedy and
message picture, remade in musical form as High
Society. W ith Cary Grant and James Stewart.
(112 mins.)

The Desk Set

A Woman Rebels

Alice Adams

22 SUNDAY

28 SATURDAY

6 SUNDAY

[1933] 8 p.m.
Hepburn is stunning in this handsomely done
production directed by Lowell Sherman about a
young actress trying to break into Broadsay. Her
performance as a stagestruck girl from small
town America won her first Oscar and drew much
acclaim for a film otherwise distinguished by a
sharp script, and a supporting performance by
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. (70 mins.)

Little Women

Laurence O liv ie r, Ralph Richardson, Cedric
Hardwicke, John Gielgud and Claire Bloom star
in the most exciting Shakespearean film ever
made - the story of the corrupt hunchback king
who would stop at nothing to achieve his ends.
Olivier's performance is stunning. HJe directed
himself and produced the film as well. A
monumental achievement not to be missed (158
mins.)

K atharine H epburn

7 MONDAY

[1933] 2 p.m.
This faithful and satisfying transcription of Louisa
May Alcott’s story is an exemplary transferrence
of novel to film . Director George Cukor artfully
conveys the atmosphere and perspective of the
Alcott novel. He elicits superb performances from
Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett, Frances Dee,
Eda May Oliver and others. (116 mins.)

Richard III

[Poland, 1964] 8 p.m.
Roman Polanski’s thesis project at the film school
at Lodj remains one of his best films. Jerzy
Skolimowski’s scripts explores the hidden vio
lence lurking beneath male rivalry as a young
man is taken aboard a sailboat for the day by an
older man and his wife. The men vie for the
woman’s attentions in a series of strange games,
including one with a knife between the fingers.
The young man’s sudden disappearance throws
the relationships into a different light. (95 mins.)

Morning Glory

5 SATURDAY

2 p.m.
The big guy and his sloe-eyed friend are back
with three of their craziest films: Two Tars, in
which Stan and Ollie get caught in the ultimate
traffic jam; A Perfect Day, which isn’t; and Brats,
in which the two of them appear as oversized kids
in sailor suits. Shown with the Little Rascals in
Pups is Pups. (78 mins.)

Triumph of the W ill

A Bill of Divorcement

3 THURSDAY

Laurel and Hardy Festival

Knife in the W ater

[Germany, 1934-36] 8 p.m.
Leni Riefenstahl was hired by Hitler to film the
6th Nazi Party Congress in Nuremberg shortly
after H itler's rise to power. Over 30 cameras and
a crew of 120 used the most advanced
photographic methods to produce one of the most
stun ning propaganda film s ever made. A
momento of the strange ideals of Hitlerism. (2
hrs.)

8 p.m.
F ilm histo ria n P. Adam s S itney is w idely
regarded as one of the leading authorities on
avant-garde film . His writings, including the
recently published Visionary Film offer lively
assessments of American independent Film.
Tonight he w ill show and discuss the work of Stan
Brakhage, including Animals of Eden and After,
Riddle of the Lumen, recent works by Brakhage.

21 SATURDAY

17 TUESDAY

1 TUESDAY
[1932] 8 p.m.
Hepburn made her screen debut as the daughter
of a war-weary father played by John Barrymore.
Returning in ill health to a family that presumed
him lost, Barrymore runs the gamut of emotional
states in disrupting the personal plans of both
wife and daughter. Although events wax melo
dramatic, the performances are stunning, bring
ing together for one of the first times music of
Max Steiner and direction by George Cukor. A
David O. Selznick production. (69 mins.)

[1943] 8 p.m.
Available now for the first time in years is this
early adult western produced by Howard Hughes
and starring Jane Russell and Jack Beutel. The
Bill the Kid myth is the basis of a steamy love
story that shocked the audiences of its day,
provided the opportunity for unprecedented
publicity (including skywriting), and set the mold
for “ mature’ ’s westerns to come. (115 mins.)

[1936] 8 p.m.
Remarkably ahead of its time, this drama of an
early crusader for women’s rights has splendid
Victorian atmosphere and excellent supporting
performances. Katharine Hepburn plays a brainy, independent woman who reads forbidden
books, demands sex without marriage, and
asserts her right to live without male protection.
W ith Herbert Marshall, Elizabeth Allan, and Van
Heflin. Directed by Mark Sandrich. (88 mins.)

8 TUESDAY

Stage Door
[1937] 8 p.m.
The lives and ambitions of a group of aspiring
actresses living in a boarding house make for fine
comedy-drama in this polished film by Gregory
La Cava starring Katharine Hepburn, Ginger
Rogers, and Adolphe Menjou. Based on plays by
George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber. (90 mins.)

13 SUNDAY

Keeper of the Flame
[1942] 8 p.m.
Spencer Tracy joined Katharine Hepburn on
screen in this unusual drama about a journalist
who, in interviewing the widow of a respected
leader, discovers that he was a fascist. A superbly
acted drama directed by George Cukor. (100
mins.)

19 SATURDAY

Adam’s Rib
The African Queen
20 SUNDAY

22 TUESDAY

Suddenly, Last Summer
24 THURSDAY

Long Day’s Journey
Into Night
26 SATURDAY

Guess W ho’s
Coming to Dinner

14 MONDAY

The Madwoman
of Chaillot

10 THURSDAY

Without Love

27 SUNDAY

Bringing Up Baby

[1945] 8 p.m.
The plot sags but Tracy and Hepburn don’t as
they play an inventor and a widow who marry for
convenience, but later fall in love. Keenan Wynn
and Lucille Ball are excellent as second leads. A
pleasant, talky comedy. (111 mins.)

[1938] 8 p.m.
American movies' closest equivalent to Restora
tion comedy.” Directed by Howard Hawks.
Screwy. (100 mins.)

The Trojan Women
28 MONDAY

A Delicate Balance

S .E . 2 6 th a n d C lin to n

A D M IS S IO N $ 1 .5 0
2 3 8 -8 8 9 9
PLUS

INTERIORS

America's
Most Unlikely
Hero

DIANE KEATON
E.G. MARSHALL
GERALDINE PAGE
MAUREEN STAPLETON
SAM WATERSTON

A P R IL
11-17
FRONT 8 :3 0
INTERIORS
M 5 + l0 :l0

WOODY ALLEN
AS

’’THE FRONT”

W ritten and Directed by

WOODY ALLEN

WITH

JONAR
w h o w ill be 2 5
THE yEAR
2000
A
P R IL 18 2 4
STROSZEK 9 : 0 0
JO N A H 7:00+- (11:00 ex cep t
FRI. SAT.)

A teacher finds unorthodox methods of
educating his class. A farm worker, refusing
merely to shovel manure, sets up a school for
youngsters. A supermarket cashier benignly
undercharges for groceries. A rebel learns of a
fraudulent real estate scheme and persuades
landowners not to sell. Tanner depicts eight major
characters, all protrayed with elan. Miou-M iou is
especially appealing as the cashier with a heart of
gold.
— W illiam W olf - CUE. 1976

A terrifically intelligent witty
COmedy. - V m c e n l C anby, New York Tim es

A I AIN TANNER

ZEROMOSTEL

"JONAH WHO WILL BE 25 IN THE YEAR
2000 further exemplifies the refreshing talent of
Swiss director Alain Tanner. . . . Tanner finds as
much enjoyment as passion in revolutionary
attitudes. Accordingly, this comedy sparkles witn
audaciousness as well as rebellion.

WERNER HERZOG’S

AND

MY FAVORITE FILM OF THIS YEAR.'

Jonathan Cott, from the November 16th issue of ROLLING STONE

STROSZEK
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF KASPER HAUSER A N D AGUIRRE

AND
starring
PIERRE RICHARD
MIREILLE DARC
JEAN ROCHEFORT

The action takes place in a remote part o f Sweden on a big, beautiful sweep o f nature
that includes an old castle. It is bought by Swiss economic interests w ho plan to turn most
of it into a kind o f Disneyland, w ith hotels and concrete helicopter landing strips.
The local population, lacking support from their own authorities, resort to ancient magic
powers.
The sister of a local gardener proves to be an adept. A giant — a real giant — is enlisted in
the cause, and tw o "ladies o f the w o o d s " are mobilized in the figh t. A local dragon is killed
and the campaign is financed w ith purloined gold.
It is an excellent piece o f satire."
The New York Times

RejURNoFTHe
TaLTBLONDMaN
WiTH
OrieWKSHOe

'Cleverly plotted, fast-moving
sequel, quicker and more
consistently funny!”
-The Washington Post

A P R IL 2 5
-M
AY 1
WAR 8'-2O
M A N 6:4 5-+ 10:10

MAY
2 -8

BUDDY 8 :2 0
W ILD 6 :4 5 +
10=15

'As w acky as a Rube Goldberg invention.”

R.,

John H artl, Seattle Tim es

_
YVES ROBERT

'A delightfully droll fantasy-satire.”
Richard Cuskelly, H erald-Exam iner

“New spy-jinks caper is
even madder than its
predecessor!”
-B osto n Herald American

THE
BU D D Y HOLLY
starring GARY

BUSEY

STORY

AND

THE WILD ONE
MARLON BRANDO
LEE MARVIN

The Wild One, based on an actual event, was
one of the first motorcycle films, as well as an
important movie in Marlon Brando's early
career. Brando plays the leader of a leatherjacketed motorcycle gang, which vandalizes
and terrorizes a small town. Lee Marvin plays
the psychotic leader of a rival gang. The
motorcyclists take over the town, until
outraged citizens fight back. Brando’s
character is presented as moody and vicious,
but ultimately redeemable. (1953) Director:
Laslo Benedek.
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